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1.0

INTRODUCTION
The Consolidated Edison Company of'New York, Inc.,

(applicant)

filed with the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC or Commission) an
application dated October 15, 1968, for an operating license for
its Indian Point Nuclear Generating.Unit No.'2. 'Indian Point Unit 2
has been under construction since issuance of a provisional construction
permit on October 14, 1966.
Indian Point Unit 2 is located on a 227-acre site on 'the east
bank of the Hudson River at Indian Point, Village of Buchanan, in upper
Westchester County, New York.
Indian Point Unit 2 is the first of the four-loop, current
generation Westinghouse pressurized water reactor designs. 'It will
be owned and operated by the-Consolidated Edison-Company of New York,
Inc., The Westinghouse Electric Company (Westinghouse) is the
principal contractor and has turnkey responsibility for. the design.,
construction, testing, and initial startup of the-facility.,-.Westinghouse
contracted with United Engineers and Constructors as architect . l::
engineer.

Construction of the plant was performed by United Enginers

until December 1969 when this function was assumed by-WEDCO, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Westinghouse.
The operating license application is for a power level of 275,8
megawatts thermal (MWt) the same as was requested in
permit application.

the construction

our- evaluation of the -engineered safety- features
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(with the exception of the emergency core cooling system) and our
accident analyses, have been performed for a maximum power of 3216 MWt.
Our evaluation of the thermal, hydraulic,and nuclear characteristics
of the reactor core and the performance of the emergency core cooling
system was for a power rating of 2758 MWt.

Before operation at any

power level above 2758 NWt is authorized, the regulatory staff will
perform a safety evaluation to assure that the core can be operated
safely at the higher power level.
Our technical safety review of the design of this plant has
been based on Amendment No. 9 to the application, the Final Facility
Description and Safety Analysis Report (FFDSAR), and Amendments Nos. 10-25,
inclusive.

All of these documents are available for review at the

Atomic Energy Commission' s Public Document Room at 1717 H Street,
Washington, D.C.

The technical evaluation of the design of this plant

was accomplished by the Division of Reactor Licensing with assistance
from the Division of Reactor Standards and various consultants to the
AEC.
In the course of our review of the application, many meetings were
held with representatives of the applicant to discuss the plant design
and proposed operation.

As a consequence of our review, additional

information was requested, which the applicant provided by amendments
to the''application.

A chronology of the principal actions relating

to the processing of the application is attached as Appendix A to this
safety evaluation.

In addition to our review the Advisory Committee on

Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) independently reviewed the application and
met with both the AEC staff and the applicant on several occassions to
discuss the plant.

The ACRS report on Indian Point Unit 2, dated

September 23, 1970, is attached to this Safety Evaluation as Appendix B.
Appendices C through G include reports from our consultants on
meteorology, hydrology, seismic and structural design, and radio
logical monitoring.

Appendix H contains the staffs evaluation of the

applicant's financial qualifications.
Based upon our evaluation of the plant as summarized in subsequent
sections of this report, we have concluded that Indian Point Unit 2
can be operated at thermal power levels of up to 2758 MWt without
endangering the health and safety of the public.

Subsequent to

the issuance of an operating license the unit will be required to
operate in accordance with the terms of the operating license and
the Commission's regulations under the surveillance of the
Commission's regulatory staff.

2.0

FACILITY DESCRIPTION
Indian Point Unit 2 is one of three reactors currently planned
for the Indian Point site.

Indian Point Unit 2 is adjacent to

Indian Point Unit 1, a 615 MWt pressurized water reactor plant that
has been in operation since Au .gust 1962.
similar to Indian Point Unit 2,

Indian Point Unit 3, a plant

received a 'provisional construction

permit in August 1969, and is presently under construction at the
Indian Point site.
safety features.

Each unit has its own auxiliary systems and
The three units, however, will share a common inlet

water canal and a common discharge canal.

In addition, the controls

for Indian Point Unit 2 and Indian Point Unit 1 are located in.
separate portions of a common control room.
The Indian Point Unit 2 pressurized water reactor is fueled with
slightly enriched uranium dioxide in the form of ceramic pellets contained
in

zircalloy fuel tubes.

the coolant.
coolant loops,

Water serves as both the moderator and

Heat is removed from the reactor core by four separate
each provided with

a separate pump and steam generator.

The heated water flows through the steam generators where heat is
transferred to the secondary (steam) system.
back to the pumps to repeat the cycle.

The water then flows

The system pressure is

controlled by the use of a pressurizer in which steam and water are
maintained in thermal equilibrium.
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The secondary steam produced in the steam generators is used to
drive the turbine generator.

The'heat of condensing steam is rejected

to the circulating water'system and discharged to the Hudson River.
The condensate is then recharged to the steam generators to repeat
the secondary cycle.
The primary coolant system includes the reactor, steam gene rators,
primary coolant pumps, primary coolant piping, and .the pressurizer.
This system is housed inside the containment building which is a,
steel-lined, leak-tight reinforced concrete structure.

'The containment

provides a barrier to the release to the environment of radioactive
fission prodicts that might be released inside'the containment ini
the event of an accident.-

Auxiliary Systems,

includingthe

chemical and volume control systems, the waste handling system,
and additional auxiliary cooling systemis,' are'housed separately,
principally in

the adjacent primary auxiliary building." 'The primary

auxiliary building also houses 'components of
features.

he engineeesft

A separate fuel handling building is'-provided for st orage

of spent fuel.

A'separate turbine building houses the -turbine.

generator.
Control of the reactor is achieved by reactivity control using
top entry control elements that are moved vertically within the
core by individual control drives.

Boric acid dissolved in the

coolant is used as a neutron absorber to provide long-term reactivity
control.

4
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To assure reactor operation within established limits, a reactor
protection system is provided that automatically initiates appropriate
actions whenever plant conditions monitored by the system approach
preestablished limits.

The reactor protection system acts to shut

down the reactor, close isolation valves, and initiate operation of
the engineered safety features should any or all of these actions be
required.
The engineered safety features include

an emergency core

cooling system that will cool the reactor core in the event of an
accident that results in loss of the normal coolant, containment cooling
and iodine removal systems that provide for removal of heat and
radioactive

iodine f rom the, containment atmosphere should such

action be required, and a hydrogen control system that will limit
the accumulation of hydrogen within the containment in the event of
a loss-of-coolant accident.

A containment penetration pressurization

system and seal water injection, system are provided to assist in
containment in

the event of an accident and

isolating the

prevent the escape of

fission products to the environment outside the plant.
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3.0

SITE AND ENVIRONMENT

3.1

Population and Land Use
The Indian Point site consists of 227 acres in the town of
Buchanan in upper Westchester County, New York, approximately 24 miles
north of the New York City boundary line.

The estimated population

distribution in the vicinity of the site is presented in table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1
CUMULATIVE POPULATION
Distance (miles)

1960 (U.S.,Census)

1980 (Projected)

0-1

1,080

2,100

0-2

10 ,810

20 ,900

0-3

29 ,630

59 ,520

0-4

38,730

78,800

0-5

53,040

108,060

0-10

155 ,510

312 ,640

The minimum radius of the exclusion area* for Indian Point Unit 2
is 520 meters.

The applicant has chosen 1100 meters as the outer

*Exclusion area is defined in the Commission's Site Criteria, 10 CFR
Part 100,.as that area surrounding the reactor in which the reactor
licensee has the authority to determine all activities including
removal of personnel and property from the area.

boundary of the low population zone** because of the limited population
within this distance from the plant.
The Commiission 's site criteria guidelines state that the population
center distance*** should be at least 1-1/3 times the distance from
the reactor to the outer boundary of the low population zone

(LPZ),j but also

state that in applying this guide due consideration should be given
to the population distribution within the population center.

The

nearest corporate boundary of Peekskill (population 19,000) is
approximately 800 meters (0.5 miles) from Indian Point Unit 2.
Because of the limited population within the low population zone
(66) including that portion of Peekskill within the zone, and.
because Peekskill is of a generally industrial nature in the vicinity
of the site and the resident population within and out to 1-1/3 times
the low population zone distance is

low, we concluded at the time of

our construction permit review that the distance selected by the
applicant for the exclusion area radius, the LPZ outer boundary, and
the population center distance meet the intent of the 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines and are acceptable.

On the basis of our evaluation of the

potential radiological consequences 'of postulated design basis accidents,

**Low population zone
10 CFR Part 100, as
area which contains
which are such that
protective measures
serious accident.

is defined in the Commission's Site Criteria,
the area immediately surrounding the exclusion
residents, the total number and density of
there is a r 'easonable probability that appropriate
could be taken in their behalf in the event of a

***Population center distance is defined in the Commissions Site Criteria.,
10 CFR Part 100, as the distance from the reactor to the nearest
boundary of a densely populated center containing more than about
25,000 residents.
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we conclude that the calculated doses presented in Section 11.0 'of
this evaluation are well within the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100 for
these distances.
3.2

Meteorology
The meteorology of the Indian Point site is affected by its
position in a deep river valley.

Consequently, the wind direction

generally follows a pronounced diurnal cycle with' unstable flow
in the up-river direction during the daytime and stable flow in
the down-river direction at night'.
The applicant has presented the results of meteorological
measurements taken at the site over a period of two years'inc-luding
windspeed, wind direction, and tempezature lapse rate data for
various heights.

We have reviewed the data presented and conclude

that they provide an adequate basis for selecting the meteorologicalo
parameters used in determining the routine efflulent release limitst
and in evaluating the consequenc Ies of postulated accidents.. The''
comments of our meteorological consultants, the Environmental
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Science Service Administration (ESSA) support this conclusion
and are *attached as Appendix C.'
3.3

'

Geology and Seismology
During our review of this site prior to issuance of the con
struction permit for Indian Point Unit 2, we and'our consultant,
U. S. Geological Survey, concluded that the geology of the site
provides an adequate founding medium for the plant' buildingg and

the'
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structures.

No new developments have occurred during the construction

permit review of Indian Point Unit 3 or otherwise since our con
struction permit review for Indian Point Unit 2 to change our
previous conclusion on the acceptability of the geological and
seismological features of the Indian Point site.
Maximum ground accelerations of 0.10g and 0.15g were used for
the Operating Basis Earthquake* and the Design Basis Earthquake**,
respectively.

These values were selected at the time of the

construction permit review.

At that time we and our consultant,

the U. S. Coast-and Geodetic Survey, concluded that they were
acceptable for the site.
A strong motion seismograph has been installed on a concrete
slab directly on bedrock in the yard area of the plant to record
data related to ground motion in the event of a seismic disturbance
at or near the site.

These data would be employed in an evaluation

of the effects of the seismic disturbance to assure the capability
for continued safe operation of the plant.

*"Operating Basis Earthquake" for a reactor site is that earthquake
which produces vibratory ground motion for which those structures,
systems and components, necessary-for continued operation without
undue risk to the health and safety of the public are designed
to remain functional.
**"Design Basis Earthquake" for a reactor site is that earthquake
which produces vibratory ground motion for which those structures,
systems, and components, necessary to shut down the reactor and
maintain the unit in a safe shutdown condition without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public are designed to remain functional.

3.4

Hydrology
The applicant has reevaluated the potential flooding that could
occur at the site.
analyzed:

The following hypothetical flood conditions were

(1) the probable maximum flood peak discharge of 1,100,000

cubic feet per second resulting from the probable maximum precipitation
occurring over the total basin, a 12,650 square mile area above the
plant site; (2) the flooding caused by failure of the Ashoken Dam
concurrent with a major river basin flood (standard project flood)
with a peak discharge of 705,000 cubic feet per second and a
hurricane storm surge (standard project hurricane),

and (3)

the

probable maximum hurricane concurrent with the high spring tide
in the Hudson River.

These three hypothetical floods are the most

severe of several investigated, and each of the three results in
a maximum water surface elevation of about 15 feet above mean sea
level.

We have reviewed the method of calculation and conditions

assumed and find that they are conservative and acceptable.
Both the U. S. Geological Survey and the Coastal Engineering
Research Center provided consulting services with respect to our
flooding evaluation.

Their reports are attached as Appendix D

and Appendix E, respectively.
3.5

Environmental Monitoring
The radioactivity levels in the vicinity of the Indian Point
site have been measured by the applicant since 1958 to ascertain the
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impact of operation of Indian Point Unit 1 on the background levels
of radioactivity.

The environs of the Indian Point site have

been studied intensively for many years by the Institute of
Environmental Medicine at New York University Medical Center.
These studies concerned both the exposure to man and to the flora
and fauna indigenous to the Hudson River.

All the results compiled

to date indicate that radioactive effluents from Indian Point Unit 1
operation have produced barely quantifiable radiation exposure to
the public and have had no detectable effect on the ecology of
the area.
The operational environmental radiation monitoring program for
Indian Point Unit 2 will be a continuation of the present program.
The program includes direct measurements of gamma radiation and
analyses to monitor fallout, air particulates, airborne iodines, water
from various surface drinking water supplies, Hudson River water,
water from lakes near the site, well water, lake aquatic vegetation,
Hudson River vegetation,

river bottom sediments,

biota, terrestrial vegetation, and soil.

river aquatic

The report of the U. S.

Department of the Interior is attached as Appendix G.
incorporates

This report

the comnments of the Federal Water Quality Administration,

the Fish and Wildlife Service,

and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

The report comments favorably on current activities being performed
by or for the applicant in connection with determining the effects
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of both radiological and thermal discharges at the plant site.
Recommendations for continued effort in the area of environmental
monitoring and ecological studies are included in the report.
This report has been forwarded to the applicant.
We conclude that the applicant's program will be adequate for
monitoring the radiological effects of Indian Point Unit 2
operations on the environment and for assessing the effects of
releases of-radioactivity to the environment from operation of
the plant on the health and safety of the public.
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4.0

REACTOR DESIGN

4.1

General
The nuclear reactor for Indian Point Unit 2 was designed and
manufactured by Westinghouse.

The principal design features, materials

of construction, and arrangement of various components of the Indian
Point Unit 2 core are the same as those for the Rochester Gas and
Electric Company's R. E. Ginna facility (Docket No. 50-244), which
has been licensed for operation by the Commission and which has
completed almost a full year of power operation.

Further, the

zircalloy clad fuel, burnable poison in the initial core loading,
a chemical neutron absorber, and part-length control rods to
shape axial power distribution are used in substantially the same
manner in both the Ginna and the Indian Point Unit 2 reactors.
On the basis of our previous review of all of these features for
the Ginna reactor, we conclude that these same features are
acceptable for Indian Point Unit 2.
4.2

Nuclear Design
The Indian Point Unit 2 reactor core differs principally from
the Ginna and Connecticut Yankee (Docket No. 50-213) reactor cores
in that the Indian Point Unit 2 reactor core is somewhat larger.
The Indian Point Unit 2 core is about 23% greater in cross sectional
area and 20% longer than the Connecticut Yankee core and about 89%
greater in cross sectional area and the same length as the Ginna
core.

Because this larger core could be subject to power
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oscillations or power tilts, we reviewed the nuclear design and power
distribution detection and control systems for the Indian Point Unit 2
reactor core in detail.
During plant operation, changes in the core power level or-the
control rod configuration can cause time-dependent variations in-the
local power distribution as a result of variations in the concentra
tion of fission products and their radioactive decay products.

The

most significant fission product-decay product chain with regard to
core behavior is the decay of iodine-135 to xenon-135 since the
latter is a s-trong absorber of thermal neutrons.

The local

oscillations in the neutron flux and in the power level can occur
even though the average power level of the core is maintained
constant, and the magnitude of the oscillations may decrease,
remain constant,, or increase with time.
The spatial stability of the xenon distribution and resultant
core power peaking abnormalities for the Indian Point Unit 2 core
have been investigated by Westinghouse with the conclusion that
the core is stable against various types of xenon induced spatial
oscillations in the X,Y horizontal plane.

This conclusion is

supported by analysis and by experiments performed in the
Connecticut Yankee reactor.

An initial test program for Indian

Point Unit 2 will be performed to verify this stability.

If

this initial test program does not demonstrate stability, the
applicant has agreed to operate with partially inserted control rods, or
to add fixed or burnable poison shims sufficient to assure stability

a
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through reduction of the moderator temperature
operate at reduced power levels.

coefficient,

or to

Because of the test program that

will be performed and the operating limitations that will be imposed if
required,

we conclude that the reactor will be stable with respect to

potential power oscillations in the X,Y horizontal plane.
The analysis made by Westinghouse indicates

that the reactor may

be subject to divergent xenon oscillations in the axial direction,
resulting in an axial power distribution imbalance or tilt.
view of this,- it

is

assumed that the axial power tilts

In

can occur,

and provision is made to detect and control differences in the
fraction of the total power generated in the upper and lower halves
of the core.

Data correlations have been made at the Connecticut

Yankee reactor and at the Ginna reactor to relate the readings
obtained from the split out-of-core detectors to axial power tilts.
Additional correlations will be established during the Indian Point
Unit 2 startup tests.

Part-length control rods are provided to preveit

unacceptable axial power tilts
xenon spatial oscillations.

and to control potentially divergent axial
Analytical studies and experience with

the Ginna reactor, provide assurance that any axial oscilla
tions can be controlled such that the power distribution will
be maintained within design limits.
protective action is

provided to avoid exceeding design power

peaking factors at full power in
malfunctions.

In addition, automatic

the event of control system

To accomplish this,

the overtemperatureAT

,AT trip set points are automatically reduced in

and overpower

proportion to the axial
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power-tilt as measured by the split out-of-core neutron detectors.
We conclude that the system'of detection instrumentation, control
with part length rods, and automatic protection for potential axial
power tilts is acceptable.
Even in the absence of xenon induced instability, power tilts or
imbalances can occur in the horizontal or -axial planes as a result
of control rod misalignment.

Analyses for Indian Point Unit 2

and experiments in the Connecticut Yankee reactor have shown -that
these power -tilts
neutron detectors,

can be detected by (1)
(2)

the split out-of -core

the core exit thermocouples, -or (3)

movable in-core neutron detectors.

the

All of these detectors are required

to be operable by the Technical Specifications.' In addition
detection will'ordinarily be readily accomplished by the fixed
in-core neutron instrumentation.
The power distribution in the Indian Point Unit 2 core is
expected to be stable or only slowly varying within known
limits and adequate core instrumentation will always be available.
to detect,- monitor, .and diagnose any significant power mal
distributions.
We conclude that the Indian-Point Unit 2'reactor core nuclear
design and instrumentation is acceptable.
4.2

Thermal-Hydraulic Design
We have evaluated the adequacy of the core thermal and hydraulic
design, both for steady-state plant operation and for anticipated
plant transients.

The design criteria selected by the applicant

to prevent fuel damage are:

(1) the departure from nucleate
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boiling (DNB) ratio (determined using the Westinghouse W-3 correlation)
shall not be less .than 1.3 during normal plant operation or as a
result of anticipated transients; and (2) no fuel melting shall occur
during either normal operation or anticipated transient conditions.
The anticipated plant transients that result in the most severe
core thermal transients are loss of coolant flow, excessive load
increase, and a loss of external electrical load.

The applicant's

analyse s show that the DNB ratio will be greater than 1.3 for each of
these plant transients when operating at the license power level
of 2758 MWt.

The lowest DNB ratio calculated as a result of any of

the planit.-transients, was for the-case of simultaneous loss of
electrical power to the four reactor coolant pumps.
results in a DNB ratio of 1.42.

This transient

In addition, no fuel melting is

predicted to occur for steady-state operation or as a result of
anticipated transients.
As stated above the Indian Point Unit 2 reactor core is designed
to undergo anticipated plant transients with a minimum DNB ratio
greater than 1.3.

On this basis, clad temperature should not be

significantly affected by a transient and no fuel failure should
occur for the range of fuel element burnup planned for the Indian
Point Unit 2 core.

As part of a continuing experimental effort to
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demonstrate satisfactory performance of fuel at'high burnup and high
power density Westinghouse is continuing a fuel irradiation program at
conditions significantly in excess of current PWR design limits,
and will establish power burnup l~imits for the fuel.

These irradiation

programs are being conducted at both the Saxton and Zorita reactors.
Sustained operation of selected fuel rods at peak design power levels
in the Zorita reactor will increase assurance that the fuel has
adequate margins to accommodate transient overpower operation.
Based on our evaluation of the results of these analyses, and
on our review of the design limits and the operating experience of
similar reactors, we conclude that the reactor core thermal and
hydraulic design is acceptable for operation at the rated power of
2758 MWt.
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5.0

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

5.1

General
The reactor primary coolant system,

including all vessels, pumps,

and piping is designed for a pressure of 2485 psig and a temperature
of 650*F.

The system has been designed to withstand,

within the

stress limits of the codes used in the design, the normal loads of
mechanical, hydraulic, and thermal origin, plus those due to
anticipated transients and the operating basis earthquake.
5.2

Primary System Components
The reactor internals are designed to withstand the normal
design loads of mechanical, hydraulic,

and thermal origin,

including

those resulting from anticipated plant transients and the operating
basis earthquake, within the stress limit criteria of Article 4
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

Boiler and

Although the Indian Point

Unit 2 reactor internals are not designed to withstand simultaneously
the loads resulting from loss-of-coolant accident blowdown and
seismic events,

the applicant has submitted a summary of an analytical

study of the behavior of the reactor internals under simultaneous
blowdown and seismic loadings (WCAP-7332-L).

The results of this

study indicate that for the combined blowdown and design basis
earthquake loadings the resulting deflections are within the
*loss-of-function limits except for the control rod immediately
adjacent to the coolant line that was assumed to fail.

On the
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basis that. the core reactor internals remain functional and that
adequate shut down margin-,can be achieved by,,control rod insertion.,
we conclude, that the stress and deflection limits for the combined
blowdown and design basis earthquake loadings provide an adequate
margin of safety.
The primary system side of the steam-generators, the pressurizer.,
and the main coolant pump casings,

have been designed, tothe

requirements of Section III of the. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel-.
Code, 1965 Edition

-

Summer 1969 Addenda, as Class A vessels.

For other Class I pumps,,valves, and heat exchangers the inspection
program required independent review of (1) the physical ,and
chemical test data for pressure boundary materials,.(2). radiographs4
of valve bodies,

valve bonnets. and pump, casings,, and. (3), dye-,

penetrant. examinations, of. heat exchanger tubes. and welds.., These
requirements, resulted in,,fabrication and inspection programs that
contain the essential. elements of the recently proposed ASME-,
Codes for Nuclear Pumps andValves., We find the design codes and
inspection requirements-~acceptable.,.
We have reviewed, the information-submitted by. the applicant.,
with respect to operating limitations on heatup ,and cooldown..of the
primary system imposed by the fracture toughness properties of
the materials of. the Indian, Point Unit. 2 reactor vessel.

.Our

evaluation was based on a proposed redraft of section NB-2300
Special Materials Testing (Section III ASME Boiler and Pressure
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Vessel Code) dated July 28,: 1970, which reflects the material testing
requirements in a form consistent with the AEC Fracture Toughness
Criteria.

As a consequence of our evaluation the applicant has

agreed to the heatup and cooldown limitation as presented in
Section 3.1-B of the Technical

Specifications which represents a

modification of his initial submittal.

On the basis that these limits

reflect a very conservative method of defining pressure vessel
fracture toughness, we conclude that they are acceptable.
5.3

Coolant Piping
.The reacto-r coolant piping has been designed in accordance with
the requirements of the American National Standards Institute
(AN~SI) B31.l Code for PoweriPiping, 1955 Edition,.including the
requirements of Nuclear Code Cases N-7 and N-10.

All welding

procedures and operators were qualified to the requirements of
Section IX of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

Additional

inspection requirements for the reactor coolant piping during
fabrication included ultrasonic and dye-penetrant inspection of
all pipe welds.

Non-destructive examination of valves included

radiographic examination of the valve castings and ultrasonic
inspection of all forged components.
tion was also performed.

Dye-penetrant surface examnina

'With this program the inspection of

the Indian Point-Unit 2 reactor coolant piping substantially
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meets the requirements of Class 1 systems under the ANSI B31.7 Code
for Nuclear Power Piping adopted in 1969.

On this basis we have

concluded that the design and' inspection program for this system
is acceptable.
The original seismic design analysis for the Indian Point Unit 2
reactor coolant system utilized only static methods of analysis.
Recently, at our request, the applicant completed a rigorous dynamic
analysis of this system utilizing both modal-response spectra and
model time-history methods of analyses.
the combined lo-ading of a

As with the reactor internals,

concurrent loss-of-coolant accident blowdown and

design basis earthquake was not considered in the design of the
Indian Point Unit 2 reactor-coolant system.

However, the applicant

recently completed an analysis of the response of the reactor
coolant system to be installed in Indian Point Unit 3 for these
combined loads.

Since the Indian Point Unit 3 and the Indian

Point Unit 2 reactor coolant systems are identical, the applicant
has used the results of the analysis fo r Indian Point Unit 3 in
conjunction with the material properties for the Indian Point
Unit 2 piping, as determined from tests, to determine that the
combined seismic and accident loads can be tolerated by the
Indian Point Unit 2 reactor coolant system within acceptable
stress limits.
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procedures employed, we find that the design of the Indian Point
Unit 2 reactor coolant system is acceptable.
5.4

Other Glass I* (Seismic) Piping
At our request the applicant performed additional seismic
analysis on other Class I piping.

The adequacy of the seismic

design of the feedwater lines, pressurizer surge line, and a

typical steam line has been confirmed by a dynamic analysis
utilizing the modal-response-spectra method.

The adequacy of

the seismic design of other Class I (Seismic) piping in the
plant was determined by performing a dynamic analysis on
selected "worst case" systems.

Several systems that are the

most vulnerable to dynamic excitation because of system flexibility
or location in th e supporting structure were analyzed and the
resulting stresses compared with the stresses determined by the
original static analyses.

The applicant has concluded that the

conservatism of the original static analysis provided adequate
margins to accommodate the previously undetermined dynamic
effects.
Based on our review of the original static methods employed
and the confirmatory evidence obtained from the recent dynamic
analyses of the most vulnerable systems, we have concluded that the
design of the Class I (Seismic)'piping systems in Indian Point
Unit 2 is acceptable.

*See Section 6.1 for definition of Class I structures, systems, and
components.
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Inservice Inspection
An inservice inspection program for the reactor coolant system
is included in the Technical Specifications.

This program follows

Section XI of the ASME Code, Rules for Inservice Inspection of the
Reactor Coolant System,,as closely as practical.

The design of the

primary system including the capability to remove insulation at
selected areas provides an acceptable degree of access for ins pection
purposes.

The applicant also intends to conduct periodic inservice

inspections of the primary pump motor

flywheels.

The applicant will review the inservice inspection program
with us after five years of reactor operation.

It may then be modified

based on experience gained during' these five years.

At that time,

we will also require the applicant to perform such inspections of
components outside the reactor coolant pressure boundary as
deemed necessary to provide continuing'assurance of structural
integrity.
5.6

Missile Protection
We have reviewed the

applicant's primary system layout within the

containment in terms of the protection afforded the containment
liner and-Class I (seismic) systems 'inside the containmffent from
missiles that might be generated as a-result of a primary system'
failure.
is

We have concluded'that adequate protection from potential missiles

provided by the system arrangement and surrounding

thick circumferential concrete walls and the concrete floors.
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The primary pump motor flywheels installed in Indian Point Unit 2
are the same as those in use in other plants.

The flywheels are, the

standard Westinghouse design, fabricated of A 533B steel.

On the

basis of the use of high grade material, extensive quality control
measures, special manufacturing procedures and preservice and
inservice surveillance requirements, we have concluded that assurance
has been provided that the integrity of the flywheels will be
maintained.
5.7

Leak Detection
The reactor coolant pressure boundary leak detection systems
for this plant are similar to those we have reviewed and found
acceptable for other plants 'using a Westinghouse nuclear steam
supply system.

The systems are based upon air particulate monitoring,

radiogas monitoring, humidity detection, and containment sump
level monitoring.

These systems provide an array of instrumentation

that is sensitive, redundant, and diverse and that has adequate
alarm features.

The sensitivity of these systems is consistent with

their primary purpose of detecting any leak in the primary system
pressure boundary which could be indicative of incipient failure.
The Technical Specifications require that two reactor coolant leak
detection systems of different principles shall be in operation when
the reactor is operated at power.

We conclude that the leak

detection systems for Indian Point Unit 2 are acceptable.
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Fuel Failure Detection
The fuel element failure detection system will measure delayed
neutron activity in one hot leg of the reactor coolant system.

The

monitor is connected in series with a delay coil to allow a decay
time for N 16gamma activity (half life of 7.1 seconds) of about
60 seconds before the coolant reaches the detector.

This delay

reduces gamma ray background and facilitates detector sensitivity.
An alarm signal is provided for the channel.

We conclude that this

system which is inherently faster in response than previous systems
reviewed
5.9

for -other. reactors

is

acceptable.

Vibration Monitoring and Loose.Parts Detection
The major core and core support components have been analyzed
to provide assurance that they are not vulnerable to vibratory
excitation.

Vibration analyses for the core support barrel

considered inlet flow impingement and turbulent flow.

.Natural

frequency calculations were made to assure that there would b~e.
no deleterious response to known excitations such as pump blade
passing and driven frequencies.

Fuel bundle response to

anticipated driving forces has been calculated and determined-by
tests in the Westinghouse Reactor Evaluation Center.
The vibration monitoring system to be used for the preoperational
test program on Indian Point Unit 2 will consist of mechanical
gauges to measure gross relative motion between the thermal shieldi
and core barrel, strain gauges on selected guide tubes, and
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We have concluded that the

vibration design analyses and the preoperational test program are
acceptable.
In the course of our review of the Indian Point Unit 2
application, it has been noted that techniques for the analysis
of neutron noise spectra and accelerometer measurements on the
lower heads of primary system vessels might be developed to
provide a useful method for inservice monitoring of reactor
coolant systems to detect changes in the vibration of reactor
components or the presence of loose parts.

The applicant has

stated that neutron noise measurements will be made periodically
and analyzed to provide developmental information concerning the
possible usefullness of this technique in ascertaining changes in
core vibration or other displacements.

On a similar basis,

accelerometers will be installed on the pressure vessel and steam
generators to ascertain the practicality of their use to detect
the presence of loose parts.
5.10

Conclusion
Based on our review of (1) the codes and standards used for
design,

(2)

the fabrication and inspection procedures,

(3)

the

inservice inspection program, (4) the provisions for missile
protection and leak detection, (5) the provision for fuel failure
detection, and (6) the provisions for preoperational vibration
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testing and the developmental effort for inservice monitoring
to detect vibrations and loose parts, we have concluded that the
design and inspection procedures for the reactor coolant system
for the Indian Point'Unit 2 are acceptable.
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6.0

CONTAINMENT AN~D GLASS I (SEISMIC) STRUCTURES

6.1

General Structural Design
The applicant has categorized as Class I (seismic)

those

structures (e.g., containment structure and primary auxiliary
building), and those systems afid components (e.g., reactor vessel
and internals, emergency core cooling system), whose failure could
cause a significant release of radioactivity or that are vital to
the safe shutdown of the facility and the removal of decay heat.
We have reviewed the applicant's classification of structures,
systems, and components and conclude that they have been classified
appropriately.
The Class I (seismic) structures at Indian Point Unit 2 are the
containment structure, the primary auxiliary building, the control
room building, the fuel storage pool, the diesel generator building,
and the intake structure and service water screenwell.

The major

portion of the primary auxiliary building, the fuel storage pool,
and the intake structure are of reinforced concrete construction.
The control room building, the diesel generator building, the fuel
storage building and the non-Class I portions of the primary
auxiliary building are constructed of steel framing with composite
metal panel siding.
The environmental conditions that were considered in the
structural design include the operating basis earthquake (OBE),
the design basis earthquake

(DBE) , the flooding and wind due to

-31the probable maximum hurricane,
maximum flood.

We have concluded that these conditions were used

for the design in
6.2

and the flooding due to the probable

an acceptable manner.

Structural Design and Analysis
The Indian Point Unit 2 primary containment has a free volume
of 2.6 x 10 6 cubic feet and a design pressure of 47 psig.
containment structure is

a right cylinder

The

(thickness 4.5 ft)

with hemispherical dome (thickness 3.5 ft) mounted on a flat
(thickness

9 ft) base mat.

The reinforced

concrete is

lined with

1/4 inch minimum thickness welded ASTM A442 grade 60 firebox
quality carbon steel plate.
A432 specifications.

The reinforcing bars conform to ASTM

The reinforcing in the cylinder wall is

placed in horizontal'and vertical directions with added diagonal
tangential reinforcing for earthquake resistance.
bars conform to ASTM A432 specifications.

The reinforcing

Gadweld splices are used

in 14S and 18S bars.
We have evaluated the pressure transients that might occur in
the containment in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident assuming
various sizes of primary coolant system breaks.
postulated break sizes up to and including

For the range of

the double-ended

severance of the largest reactor coolant pipe, the largest calculated
peak containment pressure is

40 psig.

The design pressure of the

containment exceeds the calculated peak pressure by more than 10%
and is acceptable.
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The containment is designed to remain within the elastic range
for the 0.10g OBE concurrent with the accident and other applicable
loads.

It is also-designed to withstand the 0.15g DBE concurrent

with the- accident without loss of function.
We and our seismic design consultant, 'Nathan M. Newmark,

are in

agreement with the loading combinations and allowable stresses used
by the applicant.

Stress and strain limits conform to the require

ments of ACI 318-63, Part IV-B.

The ACT load factors have been

replaced by factors suitable for concrete containment structures.
Based on our review of the design of the containment structure
and its capability to withstand the predicted pressures from
potential accidents,

we conclude that the structural design aspects

of the containment are acceptable.
In evaluating the capability of the Class I (seismic) structures,
systems, and components, to withstand the dynamic loads due to
seismic events, our seismic design consultant, Nathan M. Newmark
Consultant Engineering Services, considered the geology and nature
of the bedrock, design loads and load combinations, the seismic
design parameters,

and methods of analysis.

On the basis of our

review and that of our seismic design consultant, we conclude
that the Class I (seismic)

structures,

systems,

and components

of Indian Point Unit 2 are designed to accoimmodate all applicable
loads and are acceptable.

The report of our seismic design

consultant is attached as Appendix G.
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During our review we noted a limited number of cases where
failure of non-Glass I (seismic) structures could potentially endanger
Class I (seismic) structures and equipment.

These included the

Indian Point Unit 1 superheater stack and superheater building,,the
turbine building, and the fuel storage building.

In response to

our concern, the applicant performed analyses of these structures
using a multi-degree of freedom modal dynamic analysis method,

to

determine the modifications needed to assure that gross structural
collapse of these structures would not occur in the event of a DBE.
As a result of these analyses, additional seismic reinforcement
is being provided for both the superheater

building and the turbine

building and the Indian Point Unit 1 superheater stack is
in height by 80 feet.

to be reduced

The truncation of the stack is to be

accomplished at a convenient time in the next three years and
prior to operation of Indian Point Unit 3.

We and our seismic

design consultant have reviewed the material submitted by the applicant
and conclude that the dynamic analyses performed, and the design
modifications proposed, are acceptable.
We have reviewed the as-built wind resistance of Class I
structures at the Indian Point Unit 2 facility.

Analysis indicates that

both the containment and reinforced concrete portions of the primary
auxiliary building and intake structure can sustain winds in the
range of 300 miles per hour.

The control building and diesel

generator building which are constructed of structural steel
with composite metal panel siding, are estimated by the applicant
to be capable of sustaining wind loads of up to 160 miles per hour.
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Some natural protection from high winds is afforded the control room
building and diesel generator building since they are protected by
the turbine building to the west, the Indian Point Unit 1 turbine building.
superheater buildings and containment to the south, the rising
hillside to the east, and the containment and rising hillside to
the north.
The wind resistance of the Indian Point Unit -1 superheater stack
was also considered with respect to preserving the integrity of
Indian Point Unit 2.

A reduction in stack height of 80 feet

coupled with the additional seismic reinforcement of the super
heater building

(see discussion above) will enable the stack to

resist winds with speeds greater than 300 miles per hour.
On the basis of the very low probability for wind speeds greater
than 100 miles per hour at the Indian Point site and on the basis
of the wind resistance of the Glass I (seismic) structures as
discussed above, we conclude that Indian Point Unit 2 is adequately
protected against high winds.
6.3

Testing and Surveillance
Strength and leakage tests of the containment building will
be performed after construction is completed.

A 115% overpressure

strength test at 54 psig will be conducted and leakage tests will
be made at pressures up to 47 psig.

As noted in Section 7.3 of

this evaluation, pressurized test channels are provided at all
liner seams for long-term surveillance.

No permanent instrumentation

-35is being installed on the containment for strength testing, although
examinations will be made for cracking and distortion during the
pressure test.

Periodic leakage rate tests will be performed on

the containment and its penetrations.
We have concluded that the provisions for testing and surveillance
of the containment are acceptable.

Test and surveillance require

ments are included in the Technical Specifications.
6.4

Missile Protection
The possibility exists that missiles might be generated in the
unlikely event of a failure of the turbine generator.

Although the

design criteria for Indian Point Unit 2 did not include consideration
of protection against missiles resulting from turbine failures,
at our request the applicant has assessed the protection available
against missiles that might result from a turbine failure at the
maximum overspeed condition (133% of rated normal speed).

Specific

provisions have been added to limit the off-site consequences that
could result from a missile failure, and to provide for safe shut
down of the unit.

These include an alternative cooling water supply

for the charging pumps and added missile protection for a potentially
vulnerable portion of the auxiliary steam generator feedwater lines.
In addition, a second completely independent turbine speed control
system has been provided to reduce the probability of a runaway
speed condition that might result in a turbine failure.

This
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system is designed to the requirements of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Criteria No. 279 for protection
systems.

The Technical Specifications require periodic testing

of the overspeed devices to assure operability.

We conclude

that the applicant has made appropriate provisions to reduce the
probability of a destructive turbine mnissile from being generated
and affecting Glass I (seismic) items.
The Indian Point Unit 2 reactor vessel cavity is designed to
protect the containment against missiles that might be pr'oduced by
postulated failure of the reactor vessel.
vessel would result in

Failure of the reactor

fluid jet-reaction forces in

the cavity wall

adjacent to the vessel split or crack as well as stress in the
cavity wall from a rise in

cavity pressure,

result from coolant blowdown.

both of which would

Also reaction forces in

the cavity

wall and floor might be produced by the impact of missiles
generated by pressure vessel failure.

By the use of extensive

steel reinforcing, the concrete cavity has been designed to
resist both fluid jet and missile impact forces that could
result from pressure vessel failure by either longitudinal
splitting or various modes of circumferential cracking.

The cavity

is also designed to sustain a fluid pressure rise to 1000 pounds per square
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We have reviewed the applicant's analysis and conclude that

the cavity as designed provides adequate protection for the contain
ment liner against missiles that might result from a postulated
pressure vessel failure.
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7.0

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

7.1

Emergency Core Cooling System
The principal equipment of the emergency core cooling system
consists of (1) three 50% capacity high pressure safety injection
pumps,

(2)

two 100% capacity residual heat removal pumps for low

pressure injection and external recirculation, (3) two 100%
capacity recirculation pumps for recirculation internal to the
containment, (4) one 100% capacity boron-injection tank, and (5) four
33-1/3% capacity accumulators.

This system provides redundant

capability to inject borated cooling water rapidly into the core
in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident and to maintain coolant
above the level of the core -foran indefinite period following
the accident.
The applicant's evaluation of the performance of these systems
is based on detailed analyses of (1) the hydraulic behavior of
the primary coolant system during and subsequent to a loss-of
coolant accident, and (2) the thermal response of the core during
the same period.

The analytical methods used to predict the

hydraulic behavior of the primary coolant system during a loss
of-coolant accident

have been improved significantly during the

construction period for Indian Point Unit 2.

The original analysis

presented in Volume 4 of the FFDSAR was performed with the FLASH-l
hydraulics computer program.

This program is limited to a three-node
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representation of the coolant system.

Subsequent to the analysis

performed with FLASH-lI Westinghouse developed a new multi-node
hydraulics program called SATAN.

Using SATAN the coolant system

can be represented with as many as 96 nodes.
considerable detail in

The SATAN calculations provide

the system analysis and increased insight

into system performance.
At our request~ the applicant reevaluated the performance of
the emergency core cooling system during a loss-of-coolant accident
using the SATAN multi-node hydraulics code.

The applicant's

analysis is based on the license application power rating of 2758 MWt.
For the case of an accident initiabted by a double-ended break in
the cold leg primary coolant piping, a maximum fuel element clad temperature of
2015OF was predicted.

The applicant's investigation of the

emergency core cooling system performance for a range of break
sizes and locations indicates that the resultant peak temperatures
for any other break will be less than those predicted for the
double-ended cold leg break.

On the basis of our review of the

analytical techniques used in this analysis and our experience
with similar analytical techniques, we conclude that there is
reasonable assurance that the results obtained with these techniques
provide a conservative estimate of the performance of the system
in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident at Indian Point Unit 2.
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We conclude that the emergency core cooling system will (1) limit
the peak clad temperature to well below the clad melting temperature,
(2) limit the fuel clad water reaction to less than 1% of the total
clad mass,

(3)

terminate the clad temperature transient before the

geometry necessary for cooling is lost and before the clad is so
embrittled as to fail upon quenching and (4)

reduce the core temperature

and then maintain core and coolant temperature levels in a subcooled
condition u~ntil accident recovery operations can be accomplished.
In summary,

we conclude that the emergency core cooling system

is acceptable and will provide adequate protection for any loss-of
coolant accident.
The emergency core cooling system. design as presently installed
at Indian Point Uni-t 2 was reviewed by the Division of Reactor
Licensing during 1967,

subsequent to the issuance of the construction

permit on October 14, 1966.
redesign,

This system represented a complete

a considerable increase in

flow capability,

and

enhanced performance when compared to the system reviewed for the
construction permit.

On the basis

that the very significantly

improved performance of the redesigned emergency core cooling system
provides

additional assurance for limiting clad temperatures and

maintaining a coolable core we concurred with the applicant's
decision to remove the reactor pit crucible from the facility design.
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7.2

Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
Two independent heat removal systems are provided to control the
containment pressure and temperature following a loss-of-coolant
accident.

Each system, acting alone at its rated capacity, will

prevent over-pressurization of the containment structure.

The two

systems are the containment spray system and the fan cooling system.
The design of each is substantially the same as the design of
systems provided at the Ginna plant and other licensed plants.
The containment spray system consists of two 50% capacity spray
pumps and is sized to limit the containment post-accident pressure
to below design pressure.

Sodium hydroxide and boric acid are used

as additives to the spray solution to remove radioactive iodine
which might be present in the containment after an accident.

We

have reviewed the use of these chemical spray additives in terms
of their iodine removal capabilities, and Iin addition have
evaluated the chemical compatibility of the spray solution with
other reactor components.

As a result of'our review, we conclude

that the spray system 'is adequately sized to cool the containment;
that the alkaline spray Isolution will reduce the iodine concentration
in the containment atmosphere, and that corrosion of other materials
used in the containment does not introduce a safety problem.
The containment fan cooling system provides complete redundancy
to the containment spray system for heat r emoval from the containment
atmosphere during post-accident conditions.

Five 20% capacity fan
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coolers are provided.

Since the fan coolers are located within

containment, they must be capable of operating in the post-accident
environment.

Westinghouse has conducted an environmental test

program to demonstrate this capability.
tests,

Our evaluation of these

including the heat removal capability of the heat exchangers,

environmental and radiation testing of the fan cooler motors, valve
motor operators and electric cabling indicates that these components
will function satisfactorily in the accident environment.

An

iodine- impregnated charcoal filter system has been included with
the fan cooler system to remove organic iodine from the post
loss-of-coolant containment atmosphere.

The charcoal beds are

preceded by demisters and high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)
filters.
We have evaluated the inorganic and organic iodine removal
capability of the charcoal beds on the basis of tests with steam
air mixtures at 100% relative humidity following prolonged
flooding of the bed.

We conclude that inorganic and organic

iodine removal efficiencies of 90% and 10% per pass, respectively,
are conservative values that are justified by the available
information.
In summary, we have reviewed the containment spray and fan
cooling systems in terms of .(1) capability to control the containment
temperature, (2) capability to remove inorganic and organic iodine,

and
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(3)

system and component redundancy,

and (4)

capability to

function in the post-accident containment environment.

We conclude

that there is reasonable assurance that these systems will operate
as proposed subsequent to a loss-of-coolant accident.
7.3

Containment Isolation Systems
In addition to the usual capability of isolating all lines
leading to and from the containment, the Indian Point Unit 2 con
tainment is provided with additional systems to minimize the
potential leakage of fission products subsequent to an accident.
A containment penetration and weld-channel pressurization system
provides for continuous pressurization of zones enclosing containment
penetrations and the welds in

the containment liner.

The system

continuously maintains an overpressure of clean, dry air that is in
excess of the containment design pressure.

Pressurized zones include

each piping penetration, each electrical penetration, double
gasketed spaces on the personnel and equipment hatches, and the
channels over weld seamns of the containment liner.

The air pressure

is maintained by the instrument air compressors with backup from the
plant air compressors and from a standby source of nitrogen cylinders.
Pressure indication and alarm instrumentation is provided locally
and in the control room to assure that loss of pressure will be
detected and corrected.
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In addition, an isolation seal water system has been provided
to assure containment isolation by (1) injecting seal water between
the seats and stem packing of the globe and double disc isolation
valves used on larger lines, and (2) injecting seal water directly
into the line between the closed diaphragm valves used in the
smaller lines penetrating containment.

Seal water injection is

provided for all lines connected to the reactor coolant system and
for lines that may be exposed to the containment atmosphere
subsequent to an accident.

Although the use of the seal water

system following a loss-of-coolant accident provides an additional
means of reducing leakage, we have not considered the effect of this
system in determining the offsite radiological consequences.
We have concluded that the capability provided for isolating
the containment is acceptable.
7.4

Post-Accident Hydrogen Control System
In the event of a loss-of-coolant accident, radiation from the
core and from escaped fission products will dissociate some of the
cooling water into gaseous hydrogen and oxygen.

Continued evolution

of hydrogen would increase the concentration in the containment
to a point where ignition could occur and thus provide an
additional energy source.
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Redundant flame recombiner units are installed within the
Indian Point Unit 2 containment.

Each unit has the design capability

to prevent the ambient containment hydrogen concentration from,
exceeding two percent by volume.

The units are designed to function,

following the loss-of-coolant accident in a containment pressure,
environment of 1 to 5 psig.

Each recombiner system consists of

(1) a flame recombiner unit located within containment, (2) A control
panel located outside of containment, and (3) a hydrogen gas stand
located outside of containment.

On the basis of (1) our detailed

review of the design of the system and its controls,

(2) satisfactory

performance testing of the device, and (3) satisfactory environmental
testing of those portions of the recombiner system installed within
the containment, we conclude that there-is reasonable assurance
that the recombiner system will perform its intended post-accident
function.
In addition, the applicant will, provide the capability for
purging the containment atmosphere through appropriate filters as
an alternate backup means of hydrogen control.

The containment

penetrations to be used for this system are installed.

The design

and installation of the equipment required will be performed during
the first two years.-of operation at power.
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8.0

INSTRUMENTATION.

8.1

Reactor Protection and Control System

CONTROL. AND POWER SYSTEMS

The reactor protection system instrumentation for Indian Point
Unit 2 is the same as that installed at the Ginna plant.

The adequacy

of the protection system instrumentation was evaluated by comparison
with the Commission' s proposed general design criteria published on
July 11, 1967,

and the proposed IEEE criteria for nuclear power plant

protection system (IEEE-279 Code), dated August 28, 1968.

The basic

design has been reviewed extensively in the past and we conclude that
the design for Indian Point 2 is acceptable.
During our review we considered the adequacy of reactor protection
for operation with less than four coolant loops in service.

When

operating with one of the primary loops out of service the reactor is
normally automatically limited to 60% of full power.

However by

manual adjustment of. several protection system set points in a
manner consistent with the Technical Specifications adequate reactor
protection can be provided for operation up to 75% of full power.
We have reviewed the applicant's analysis of the seismic response
of the protection system instrumentation and associated electrical
equipment and find that adequate testing has been performed on the
nuclear instrumentation, switch gear, and process system instrumentation.
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In connection with our review of potential common mode failures we
have recently considered the need for means of preventing c

on

failure modes from negating scram action and of possible design
features to, make tolerable the consequences of failure to scram during
anticipated transients.

The applicant has been responsive to our

request for information and has provided the results of analyses which
indicate that the consequences of such transients are tolerable for the
existing Indian Point Unit 2 design at a power level of 2758 MWt.

Although

additional study is required of this general question, we-conclude -that it is
acceptable for the Indian Point Unit 2 reactor to operate at a power
level of 2758 MWt while final resolution of this matter is made on a
reasonable time scales
8.2

Initiation and Control of Engineered Safety Features
The instrumentation for initiation and control of engineered
safety features for the Indian Point Unit 2 is the same as that
installed at the Ginna plant.

This basic design has been reviewed

extensively in the past and we consider it

to be acceptable.

We have reviewed the capability f or testing engineered s-afety
feature circuits during reactor operation.

Resistance tests will be

used for routine determinations of the operability of the master and
slave relay coils.

The circuits upstream of these relays can be

partially tested during operation.

During plant shutdown,, cir cuits

can be tested completely by coincident tripping of instrument channels
and a consequent operation of the master and slave relays in the
entire downstream initiating systm,

We have concluded that this
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testing capability is acceptable for Indian Point Unit 2.
8.3

Off-Site Power
Two 138 kilovolt

Wk)

lines connect the Buchanan switchyard

to the Millwood switching station, which in turn is connected to
the Consolidated Edison grid and the Niagara Mohawk and Connecticut
Light and Power systems.

Two additional 138 kV lines, using a

separate route from the first two lines, connect the switchyard to
the Orange and Rockland tie.
The applicant stated that an analysis of the transmission
system has indicated that the system is stable for the loss of any
generating unit including Indian Point Unit 2.,
A single 138 kV line connects the Buchanan switchyard to
Indian Point Unit 2.

In addition, three 13 kV lines connect the

switchyard to Indian Point Unit 1,

Three 138/13 kV transformers in

the switchyard feed these three 13 kV lines.

While the 138 kV

system is the normal supply for the auxiliary load associated with
plant engineered safety features, one of the three Indian Point
Unit 1 13 kV lines is available to provide power via automatic
switching to Indian Point Unit 2 through a 13/6.9 kV transformer.
By switching circuit breakers in Indian Point Unit 1, the other two
13 kV lines can also be made available to provide power to Indian
Point Unit 2.

As the 13/6.9 kV supply is not capable of carrying

the total plant auxiliary load for Indian Point Unit 2, the main
coolant pumps and the circulating water pumps must be tripped off
before the supplies are switched.
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We conclude that the off-site power supply provides an adequate
source of power for the engineered safety features and safe
shutdown loads.
8.4

Onsite Power,
Onsite power is supplied by three independent diesel generator
sets connected in a separate bus configuration such that there is no
automatic closure of tie breakers between the three buses to which
the generators are connected.

The redundant engineered safety feature

(ESF) loads are arranged on the three separate buses such that failure
of a single bus will not prevent the required ESF performance under
accident conditions,

The design engineered safety feature and safe

shutdown loads per diesel generator are 181:3, 2210, and 2353 HP for
the first one-half hour following a loss-of-coolant accident.

The

loads are then changed to 2438, 2235, and 2043 HP for the recirculation
phase of the emergency core cooling system operation.

On the basis

of our evaluation, we have determined that the appropriate diesel
generator ratings are 2200 HP continuous, and 2460 HP for 2,000
hours.

We note that some of the estimated emergency loads are

above the continuous rating of the machines, but below the 2,000
hour ratings.

We consider that this margin is acceptable for

Indian Point Unit 2.
Each diesel generator is started automatically upon initiation
of emergency core cooling system operation or upon under-voltage
on its corresponding 480-volt emergency bus.

The generators are
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housed in a separate Class 1 (seismic)

structure.

On-site diesel

fuel storage capacity provides a minimum of seven days operation at
the required safety feature loads.

These design and operating features

are acceptable for Indian Point Unit .2.
Our review of the ac auxiliary power system has disclosed
that there is adequate capacity and an adequate degree of physical
and electrical separation of redundant features.

The 125 volt dc

system consists of two individually housed batteries.

The dc system

is divided into two buses with a battery and battery charger for
each bus.

Each of the two station batteries has been sized to

carry its expected loads for a period of two hours following a
plant trip at a loss of all ac power.
We conclude that the onsite emergency power system is acceptable.
8.5

Cable Installation
We have reviewed the applicant's cable installation relative to
the preservation of the independence of redundant channels by means
of separation, and relative to the prevention of cable fires
through proper cable rating and tray loading.

This has been

performed by reviewing the cable installation criteria and method
of layout design and by field inspection of electrical cable
installation during construction.
A single electrical tunnel carries the electrical cables from
the electrical penetration area, of the containment to the control
building.

This tunnel carries all of the electrical cables except

the power cables for the reactor coolant pumps, the pressurizer
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heater cables, and the control rod power cables.

The cables in

the tunnel are arrayed on either side of a three-foot aisle in trays
or ladders.

Separation is provided for in the form of distance,

metal separators,

or transite barriers.

The electrical tunnel

does not contain any spliced cable connections.
probability of a fire is reduced,

Further,

Therefore, the

a fire detection

system and an automatically operated water spray system are
provided in the tunnele

Tunnel cooling is provided for by

redundant cooling fans,

On the basis of, adequate separation

within the tunnel, a minimum number of heat producing cables and
features,0 redundant cooling systemss, and f ire detection and spray
systems we conclude that the single electrical tunnel is acceptable.
Sixty electrical penetrations are provided in a single electrical
penetration area to provide for entry of signal, control, and power
cables into the contairuent.

The penetrations are located on

three-foot centers, both horizontally and vertically, and are of
the hermetically sealed type.
barriers in

As a result of our review, fire

the form of transite sheets were added to separate the power

cable penetration from the instrument and 'control cable penetrations.
In addition, as a result of our review certain modifications were
made to the cabling in the penetration area,- including shortening of
cable runs and elimination of cable loops.

The segregation of power

cables and the shortening of the cable runs reduces the probability
of failure by fire and on this basis, we consider the single electrical
penetration area acceptable for Indian Point Unit 2.
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The applicant has performed a design audit to verify the separation
of redundant engineered safety feature power and control electrical
cabling.

A design review of instrument cabling was also performed on

a sample basis.
On the basis of our review of cable installation at Indian Point
Unit 2, we conclude that the resulting cable layout, as installed, is
acceptable.

8.6 Environmental TPesting
Westinghouse has conducted an environmental test program for
the instrumentation and controls that are located inside contain
ment and that must function in the environment following a loss
of-coolant accident.

We have reviewed the results of this testing

program and conclude that the essential instrumentation and controls
will function properly in the accident environment.
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RADIOACTIVE WASTE CONTROL
Liquid and gaseous waste handling-facilities are designed to
process waste fluids generated by the plant 'so that discharge of
liquid and gaseous effluents to the 'environment will be minimized.
Liquid waste is processed b th, by 'direcif "removal of radioactive
material with ion exchange'resins and by evaporative'separation.
Using these methods the volume of radioactive waste will be greatly
concentrated and the purified liquid streams will either be-reused
or discharged.

Small quantities 'of radioactive liquid waste will

be released-routinely to the condeaser circulating water discharge
canal common to all three units where the waste'will be diluted and
discharged to the Hudson River.
The limits on routine rqdwaste releases- from the -three units
that are planned for operation at the 'Indian Point'site -will
require-that 'the--combined releases from thfe three -umits when added together
be -within the limits specified in 10- CFR Part 20'.

Thi's requirement is

stated in Section 3.9 of the Techni-cal Specifications'for both
liquid and gaseous effluents.
The liquid ef fluent- releases -from the three nuclear f acilitieis
will be discharged from a common discharge canal into the Hudson-,
River. 'The nearest sources of public drinking water supplies from
the Hudson River are located at Chelsea, New York (backup water
supply for New. York City) 'and at''the Castle, Point Veterans Hospital,
22 and 20.5 miles upstream of the Indian Point site, respectively.
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During dry periods with low fresh water river flow, tidal action
could carry the radioactivity discharge into the river at the
Indian.Point site upstream~tolthese river water intake points.

Con

servative analyses made by the applicant indicate that the concentra
tion of radionuclides at these public water intake points would be
less than 1% of the concentration of radionuclides being discharged
into the river at Indian Point.

Since the releases at the site

will be less than the limits of 10 GFR Part 20 (and are expected to be
less than 10% of the 10 CFR Part 20 limits, based on past experience with
Indian Point Unit 1 and other pressurized water reactor plants),
the radioactivity levels at these intakes due to the discharges
at Indian Point will not be significant.
Gaseous wastes containing some radioactivity are stored in one
of four gas decay tanks.

One gas tank is utilized for filling, one

for holdup fo~r a 45-day decay period,

one for. discharging to the

atmosphere,.and one is held in reserve.

Disposal of gaseous wastes

from Indian Point Unit 2 -isby discharge through the plant vent.
The routine gaseous radioactivity releases from the three
nuclear facilities will be from three different vents.

The.

combined release of gaseous waste containing radioactivity -from
these three sources will be limited by the Technical Specifications
such that annual average concentrations at-the minimum exclusion
distance will not exceed the limits of 10 CFR Part .20, Appendix B,
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of the Commission' s regulations.

For gaseous halogens and

particulates with half-lives greater than eight days, the
applicable limits of the Technical Specifications
the limits given in 10 CFR

Part 20.

are less than 1% of

The Technical Specifications also

require that the maximum release rat e of gaseous waste not exceed
the annual average limit.
Based on our review we conclude that the means provided by the
applicant for the disposal of radioactive waste are substantially
the same as those we have approved for other facilities and are
acceptable.

We also conclude that acceptable means are provided

and..vill'be used to keep the release of radioactivity from the
plant within ranges that we consider to be as low as practicable.
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AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
The auxiliary systems necessary to assure safe plant shutdown
include (1)

the chemical and volume control system,

heat removal system,

(3)

service water system.

(2)

the component cooling system,

the residual
and (4)

the

The systems necessary to assure adequate

cooling for spent fuel include (1) the spent fuel pool cooling
system, (2) the fuel handling system, and (3) the service water
system.

The designs for these systems are substantially the

same as those we reviewed and found acceptable for the Ginna plant.
10.1

Chemical and Volume Control System
The chemical and volume control system (1)

adjusts the con

centration of boric acid for reactivity control, (2) maintains the
proper reactor coolant inventory and water quality for corrosion
control, and (3) provides the required seal water flow to the
reactor coolant pumps.

The amount of boric acid to be added to

the core for reactivity control is determined by the operator.
The addition of unborated water as a result of operator error
could result in an unintentional dilution during refueling,'
reactor startup, and power operation.

The applicant's analysis

indicated that because of the slow rate of dilution there is ample
time for the operator to become aware of the dilution and to take
corrective action.

The applicant is actively participating

in the development of a device for continuous monitoring of the
reactor coolant boron concentration and will evaluate the feasibility
of installing such a monitor when developed.

-57Our review of the chemical and volume control system emphasized
those portions involved in routine and emergency injection:.of.
concentrated boric acid.
10.2

We conclude that the design.,is acceptable.

Auxiliary Cooling Systems
Subsystems for auxiliary cooling are. the component cooling
system, the residual heat removal.,loop,

The,.piping for these three

loop., and the service water system..
systems is

the, spent fuel pool cooling

designed to theIA1NSI B31.1. Code for Pressure Piping.

These systems are equivalent in purpose, and design to those of other
recently licensed plants.. On the basis of,,our review of this
plant and others using the similar systems, we have concluded that
these systems. are acceptable.
10.3

Spent Fuel.Storage

.

.

The fuel handling system is, designed to transfer spent fuel
to the storage pool and to. provide storage for new fuel.. The.
spent fuel storage facility is basically- the, same in capacity
and design as those used, in- previously licensed pressurized water
reactor plants.

The fuel pool is.,size'd to accommodate spent fuel from

1-1/3 core. loadings.
As in other designs, mechanical stops will be incorporated in
the crane
area,

to restrict motion of the spent fuel cask to its assigned

adjacent to one side of the fuel storage pool.

In addition,

the spent fuel racks in the area adjacent to the fuel cask storage
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unloaded and one-third of a core from a previous unloading is
already in storage.
The pool floor is located below grade level and founded on
solid rock.

Structural damage from a dropped fuel cask would not

result in a rapid loss of water from the pool.

Makeup water can be

supplied from the demineralizer water supply at a flow rate of 150
gpm.

Additional water can be provided in an emergency by the use of

temporary hookups to other sources.
As a consequence of our evaluation of the potential consequences
of a postiilated fuel handling accident, the applicant has agreed
to provide charcoal filtetrs in the refueling building to reduce
the calculated offsite doses that might result in the event of
a fuel handling accident in the refueling building.

The

installation of the filters will be completed during the first
year of full power operation.
We conclude that the designs of the spent fuel storage pool and
the fuel handling system are acceptable.
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ANALYSES OF RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES FROM DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS

11.1

General
In order to assess the safety. margins of thewplant design, a
number of operating

transients were considered-by the applicant,

including rod withdrawal during startup .and at power,

moderator

dilution, loss of coolant flow, loss of electrical load, and loss
of ac power..

The reactor control and protection. system is, designed

so that corrective action is
of these transients.

taken automatically to cope with any

Based on our evaluation of the information

submitted by the applicant and our evaluations of other PWR designs
at the operating license stage,
Unit No.

we conclude that the Indian Point.

2 control and protection system design is, such that. these

transients can be terminated without

damage to the core or to the reactor

coolant boundary, and with no offsite radiological consequences.
The applicant and we have evaluated the.,consequences of
potential accidents.,

including a control. rod ejectilon accident,. an

accident involving rupture of a *gas decay "tank, a steamline break
accident, a steam generator tube rupture accident, a loss-of-.
coolant accident,

and -a refueling accident..

The calculated of fsite radiological doses that might result
from the control rod ejection accident, and. the -accident involving
rupture of a gas decay tank are well within the 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines.
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The consequences of the steamline break and the steam generator
tube rupture accidents can be controlled by limiting the permissible
concentrations of radioactivity in

the primary and secondary coolant systems.

The Technical Specifications for the Indian Point Unit No. 2
facility limit the primary and secondary coolant activity concentra
tions such that the potential 2-hour doses at the exclusion radius
that we calculate for these accidents do not exceed 1.5 Rem to
the thyroid or 0.5 Rem to the whole body.
Our evaluations of the loss-of-coolant accident and the refueling
accident are discussed in the following sections.
11.2

Loss-of-Coolant Accident
The design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA)

for the Indian

Point Unit No. 2 plant is similar to that evaluated for other PWR
plants in

that a -double-ended break in

the largest pipe of the

reactor coolant system'is assumed.
Although the basis for the design of the emergency core cooling
system is to limit fission product release from the fuel, in our
conservative calculation of the consequences of the LOCA we. have
assumed that the accident results in the release of the following
percentages of the total core fission product inventory from the
core:
solids.

100%.of the noble gases,
In addition,

50% of the halogens,

and 1% of the

50% of the halogens that are released from the core is

assumed to plate out onto internal surfaces of the containment
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We assume that 10% of the iodine available for leakage from the
containment is in the form of organic iodide, and that 5% is in the
form of particulate iodine.

The reactor is assumed to have been opera

ting at a power of 3217 MWt prior to-the accident.

The primary

containment is assumed to, leak at a constant rate. of .0.1 percent
of the containment volume per day, for the first day and 0.05 percent.
per day thereafter.

We evaluated the iodine removal capability,

of the sodium hydroxide containment spray system and assumed an
inorganic iodine removal constant of, 4.5 per hour for the spray,
system.

We evaluated the iodine removal capability of the iodine

impregnated charcoal filter system and assumed a removal constant of
0.49 per hour for inorganic iodine and, a removal constant of 0.048
per hour for organic iodine.

Iodine particulates are assumed to,

be removed by the high efficiency particulate air filters..

The

inhalation rate of a person offsite is assumed to be 3.5 x 10
cubic meters per second.
For the calculation of the two-hour dose at the site boundary we
used an atmospheric dispersion factor corresponding to Pasquill
Type "F" stability, with a 1 metey per second wind speed and an
appropriate building wake effect.- We calculated the potential doses
at the site boundary for this 2 hour period to. be 180 Rem to the
thyroid and 4 Rem to the whole body.

At the low population zone

boundary our calculated potential doses for a 30-day period are
270 Rem to the thyroid and 7 Rem to the whole body.
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valve seal water injection system, the penetration pressurization system,
or the weld channel pressurization system.

Operation of these systems,

which interpose a high gas press ure or seal water area between the
containment and the outside atmosphere at all points where leakage
might occur, should significantly reduce the leakage rate from the
containment,

and,

thus *reduce the doses following an accident.

These systems

are well designed and tested, and should be available in the event
of an accident (see Section 7.3).

We did not consider the effect of

these systems in our dose calculations because it is inherently
difficult to accurately measure leakage rates of less than 0.1%
per day by current testing methods.
The control room for Indian Point Unit No. 2 was not designed to
meet the requirements we have imposed in more recent construction
permit reviews, that the dose for the course of-the accident to
occupants of the control room be limited to 5 Rem to the whole body
and 30 Rem to the thyroid.

In order to provide additional protection

to the control room occupants in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident,
the applicant has equipped the control room with protective 'clothing
and self-contained air respirators for the operators.

In view of

these provisions, we have concluded that the control room, as
constructed,

is

acceptable

in this regard.

d,
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11.3

Fuel Handling Accident
We have evaluated the potential consequences of a fuel handling
accident, in which it is postulated that a fuel assembly is dropped
in the spent fuel pool or transfer canal.

We assumed that:

(1) all 204

rods in the dropped bundle are damaged, (2) the accident occurs 90 hours
after shutdown of the core from which the dropped bundle has been
removed, (3) 20% of the noble gases and 10% of the iodine in the
dropped fuel bundle are released to the refueling water and the
dropped fuel bundle has been removed from a region of the core which
has been generzating 1.43 times the average core power, (4) 90% of the
released iodine is retained in the refueling water, (5) the fission
products released from the pool are discharged to the atmosphere by
the building recirculation system through charcoal filters with an
iodine removal efficiency of 90%, and (6) the same meteorological
conditions exist as were assumed for the loss-of-coolant accident.
The resultant calculated doses at the site boundary are 146 Rem to
the thyroid and less than 4 Rem to the whole body.
11.4

Conclusions
We have calculated offsite doses for the design basis, accidents
that have the greatest potential for offsite consequences using
assumptions consistent with those we have used in previous safety.
reviews of PWR plants and have found the resulting calculated doses
to be less than the guideline values of 10 CFR Part 100.
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12.0

CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

12.1

Technical Qualifications
The Indian Point Unit 2 facility was designed and is being
built by Westinghouse as prime contractor for the applicant.
Preoperational testing of equipment and systems at the site and
initial plant operation will be performed by Consolidated Edison
personnel under the technical direction of Westinghouse.

The

applicant's experience in the power production field is largely
with thermal power plants .

However, the applicant has operated

Indian Point Unit 1, a 615 megawatt (thermal) pressurized water
reactor plant with an oil fired superheater, since August 1962.
In addition, the applicant has the Indian Point Unit 3 under
construction at the Indian Point site and is actively considering
the installation of other nuclear power plants at other sites.
Our review of the applicant's organization indicates that the
competence of its engineering staff has continually
and is

increased

consistent with the requirements of its expanded nuclear

program.
12.2

Operating Organization and Training
The applicant's organization consists of three main groups under
the direction of the general superintendent.

These groups are the

operations group (with a separate superintendent for each unit), the
performance group (with the responsibility for station chemistry,
licensed personnel training, and surveillance of station performance),

-65and the health physics group headed by a supervisor engineer for
health physics (with the responsibility for station health physics
and instrumentation).

An assistant superintendent for maintenance,

and production engineers (responsible for providing staff support for
the operation superintendents) report to the two superintendents for
operation.

A reactor engineer reports directly to the general

superintendent.
The proposed shift complement for the combined operation of. Indian
Point Unit 1 and Indian Point Unit 2 consists of one general watch
foreman licensed as a senior reactor operator (SRO), one watch
foreman (SRO) for each unit, one control operator A licensed as a
reactor operator (RO)

for -each. unit,

one unlicenised control room

operator B, shared by both units, one control operator B for
Indian Point Unit 1 chemical system building, six operating mechanics
(two of whom are assigned to Indian Point Unit 2),, one
shift chemist,,
and one shift health physics technician.
The shift composition for Indian Point Unit 2 when Indian
Point Unit 1 is shutdown for any reason is the general foreman,
one watch foreman, one control operator A and two operating
mechanics.

In addition, a control room operator B may be available

a substantial portion of his time.

We conclude that both the dual

unit crews and single unit crews as outlined above are acceptable.
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Since a large part of the plant staff has had prior nuclear
experience, the training program has been fitted to individual
needs based on experience,
bilities.

educational background and job responsi

The training program includes long- and short-term

assignments of key staff personnel to technical institutions and
operating reactors,

to the Westinghouse offsite operator training. school,

and to on-site classroom training courses for operators and super
visors conducted by both applicant and Westinghouse personnel.

We

have reviewed these activities in detail and conclude that the
combination of reactor operating experience and formal training
obtained by the plant staff has adequately prepared them to perform
their operational duties.
As a means for the continuing review and evaluation of plant
operational safety, the applicant will expand the responsibilities
of the Nuclear Facility Safety Committee currently functioning for
Indian Point Unit 1 to include Indian Point Unit 2. The committee
which reports to the.Executive Vice President, Central Operations,
will have a membership of at least 12 persons, and will have
responsibilities to:

(1) audit and report upon the

adequacy of all procedures used in the operation, maintenance,
and environmental monitoring of each nuclear plant; (2) review
and report upon the adequacy of all proposed changes in plant
facilities and procedures pertaining to operation, maintenance,
and environmental monitoring and having safety significance;

i

I
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(3)

review

and report upon all proposed changes to the Technical

Specifications; (4)

conduct unannounced spot inspections of plant

monitoring operations;

(5)

review and report upon any activity, the

occurrence or lack of which may -affect the safe operation of
the nuclear plant; and (6)

convene,

at the request of the nuclear

power generation manager or a nuclear plant. general superintendent
or chairman or vice chairman of the committee,

to review and act

upon any matter they may deem necessary.
Westinghouse will participate in the startup and initial
operation of the-plant and will continue to make available technical
support to the Indian Point Unit 2 staff during operation of the
facility.
We conclude that the applicant's organization is acceptably'
staffed and technically qualified to perform its operational duties
subject to satisfactory completion of licensing examinations. of
personnel requiring licenses.'
12.3

Emergency Planning
The site emergency plan for the Indian Point site describes the
emergency organization and its responsibilities.

The scope of the

emergency plan includes consideration of local contingencies,
contingencies,

general (off-site) contingencies,

implementation

levels for each contingency, notification channels,
provided by civil authorities,

site

the support

protective measures for each
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contingency, communications facilities, and training drills.
The applicant has provided an extensive description of the
medical support that will be available although it is not
incorporated explicitly in the plan.

The planned medical support

provides for emergency treatment of plant personnel both at the
site and at a designated hospital where facilities equipment and medical
personnel to handle radiation

contaminated injured personnel will be available.

We conclude that the applicant's emergency plan is

acceptable

for Indian Point Unit 2.
12.4

Industrial Security
The immediate plant area (restricted area), including Indian
Point Unit 1 will be enclosed by a fence.

Access to the restricted

area for all personnel will be through manned gatehouses or
locked gates which are under the direct control of the station
securi ty forces.

Security guards will make routine patrols

of all property within the site boundary and outside the restricted
area and are required to make hourly reports to the central control
room.
The controlled area of Indian Point Unit 2 will include the
containment, the fuel

storage building, the primary auxiliary

building, and the emergency diesel generator building.

Normal

access to these areas is through the existing security room for
Indian Point Unit 1. All other doors and hatches leading into the
controlled area will be locked and will be supervised by means
of door switches connected to the open door alarm board in the
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security room, and the category alarm board in the Indian Point Unit 1
central control room.

The containment personnel hatch doors have

remote indicating lights and annunciators that are'located in the
control room and that indicate the door operational status.
Offsite applicant employees must identify themselves at the
main gate prior to admissilon to the restricted area, receive
approval for entry by'the general superintendent or his designated
representative,, and sign in on' an admission sheet.

If access

into the controlled area is approved, they must be accompanied by
a qualified guide.
We conclude that the applicant has taken reasonable measures
to provide for the security of the facility.
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13.0

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The Technical Specifications in an operating license define
safety limits and limiting safety system settings, limiting con
ditions for operation, periodic surveillance requirements, certain
design features, and administrative controls for the operating
plant.

These specifications cannot be changed without prior approval of
the AEC.

The applicant's initial proposed Technical Specif ications
sented in Amendme!nt No.

,

pre

20 , have been modified as a result

of our review to describe more definitively the allowable conditions
for plant operation.

The Technical Specifications as approved by

the regulatory staff, may be examined in the Commission's Public
Document Room.
Based upon our review, we conclude that normal plant operation
within the limits of the Technical Specifications will not result in
potential offsite exposures in excess of 10 CFR Part 20 limits and
that means are provided for keeping the release of radioactivity
from the plant within ranges that we consider as low as practicable.
Furthermore, the limiting conditions of operation and surveillance
requirements will assure that necessary engineered safety features
to mitigate the consequences of unlikely accidents will be
available..
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14.0

REPORT OF ADVISORY COTh ITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
The ACRS reported on the application for construction of the
Indian Point Unit 2 at the proposed site in a letter dated
August 16, 1966.

The applicant has been responsive to the recom

mendations made by the ACRS in that letter,:and we conclude that
the
matters raised have been resolved satisfactorily during the design
and construction of the Indian Point Unit 2.
The ACRS reported on its review of the application for an operating
license for Indian Point Unit 2 in their letter, dated September 23,
1970, attached as Appendix B.
In its letter, the ACRS made several recommendations and noted
several items all of which-have been considered in the indicated sections
of our evaluation.

These include:

(1).reevaluation of potential flooding

at the Indian Point site (Section 3.4), (2) additional seismic reinforcing
at the Indian Point Unit No. 1 superheater building and truncation
of the
superheater stack (Section 6.2),

(3)

reactor design, power distribu

tion, and control of potential xenon oscillations (Section 4.2)',
(4) containment design and isolation (Sections 6.2 and 7.3),
(5) containment cooling and iodine removal systems (Section 7.2),
(6) emergency core cooling system and removal of the reactor pit
crucible (Section 7.1), (7) post-accident hydrogen control (Section 7.4),

(8) charcoal filters in the refueling building (Section 10.3),
(9) reactor core instrumentation (Section 4.2),

(10) reactor protec

tion with only three of four loops in service (Section 8.1),
(11)

inservice vibration monitoring and loose parts detection

(Section 5.9),
(13)

(12) fuel failure detection (Section 5.9),

availability requirements for primary coolant leak detection

systems. (Section 5.7),
(15)

(14)

p-res sure, -vessel fracture toughness

integrity of high burnup -fuel during design transients

and (16)

(Section 5.2),

(Section 4.3),

common mode failure and anticipated transients without reactor

scram (Section 8.1).
The ACRS concluded in its letter that if due regard is given to
the items recommended above,

and subject to satisfactory completion

of construction and preoperational testing of Indian Point Unit 2,
there is

reasonable assurance that this reactor can be operated at

power levels up to 2758 MWt without undue risk to the health and
safety of the public.
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15.0

COMMON DEFENSE AND SECURITY
The application reflects that :the aciiisto be conducted
will be within the jurisdiction of the Unit ed States and all of the
directors and-principal officersof the applicant are Unite ,dStates
citizens.
-The

applicant is not owned, dominated *or con trolled by an 'alien,

a foreign corporation, or a foreign government.

The activities to be

conducted'do not involve any'restricted'data, but the applicant has
agreed to safegua.
rd any' such :data'which might b ecome involved in
accordance 'with the requirements of .10 CFR Part 50.
will rely-upon obtaining -fuel,-as*it.'is needed from
available'for civilian purposes,

The 'applicant
sources-of supply

so tha t4 no- diversion of spec -ial

nuclear material for military purposes-, is inV'olved,.
and in the absence, of -any information to 'the'

otarw

For thiese reasons
have found

that the activity to be performed will'not be inimical to the commonf
defense-and security.

-
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16.0

FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS
The Commission' s regulations that

relate to the financial data

and information required to establish financial qualifications for
an applicant for

an operating license are 10 CFR Part 50.33.(f)

and

10 CFR Part 50 Appendix C. The Consolidated Edison Company's appli
cation as amended by Amendment No. 21 thereto, and the accompanying
certified annual financial statements provided the financial informa
tion required by the Commission' s regulations.
These submittals contain the estimated operating cost for each
of the first five years of operation plus the estimated cost of
permanent shutdown and maintenance, of the facility in a safe condi
tion.

The estimated operating costs are $10.0 million for 1971 (the

first year of operation), $14.8 million for 1972, $12 million for
1973,

$10.9 million for 1974 and $10.7 million for 1975 (Amendment

No.. 21).

Such costs include the costs of operating and maintenance'

and fuel.' The applicant's estimate of the-cost of permanently
shutting down

*the facility and maintaining it

in a safe condition

is (1) $265,000 for the first year of shutdown and $50,000 for each
year thereafter if the reactor core is removed from the vessel, and
(2) $240,000 per year if the core is not removed.
We have examined the certified financial statements of the
Consolidated Edison Company to determine whether the Company is
cially qualified to meet these estimated costs.

finan

The information con

tained in the 1969 financial report indicates that operating revenues
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for 1969 totaled $1,028.3 million; operating expenses

(including

taxes) was $830.5 million; the interest on the long-term debt was
earned 2.3 times; and the net income for the year was $127.2 million,
of which $102.1 million was distributed as dividends
holders,

to the stock

and the remainder of $25.1 million was retained for use in

the business.

As of December 31, 1969, Company's assets totaled

$4,069.6 million, most of which was invested in utility plant ($3,793.3
million), and earnings reinvested in the business were $426.1 million.
Financial ratios computed from the 1969 statements indicate a sound
financial condition, (e.g., long-term debt to total capitalization0.52, and to net utility plant--O.52; net plant

to capitalization-

0.994; the operating ratio--0.8 1; and the rates of return on common7.7%; on
4.9%).

stockholder's investment--6.9%; and on total investmentThe record of the Company's operations over the past 5 years

reflects that operating revenues increased from $840 million in 1965
to $1,028 million in 1969; net income increased from $111.8 million
to $127.

million; and net investment in utility plant from $3,170

million to $3,793 million.

Moody's Investors Service (August 1969

edition) rates the Company's first mortgage bonds as A (high-medium
grade).

The Company's current Dun and Bradstreet rating (July 1970)

is AaAl.
Our evaluation of the financial data submitted by the applicant,
summarized above,

provides reasonabl e assu rance that the applicant.

possesses or can obtain the necessary funds to meet the requirements
of 10 CFR Part 50.33(f) with respect to the operation of Indian Point
Unit 2.

A copy of the staff's financial analysis is attached as

Appendix H.
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17.0

FINANCIAL PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY REQUIREMENTS
Pursuant to the financial protection and indemnification provisions
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Section 170 and related
sections), the Commission has issued regulations in 10 CFR Part 140.
These regulations set forth the Commission's requirements with regard
to proof of financial protection by,

and indemnification of,

licensees

for facilities such as power reactors under 10 CFR Part 50.
17.1

Preoperational Storage of Nuclear Fuel
The Commission's regulations in Part 140 require that each holder
of a construction permit under 10 CFR Part 50, who is also to be
the holder of a license under 10 CFR Part 70 authorizing the ownership
and possession for storage only of special nuclear material at the
reactor construction site for future use

as fuel in the reactor

(after issuance of an operating license under 10 CFR Part 50), shall,
durin g the interim storage period prior to licensed operation, have
and maintain financial protection in the amount of $1,000,000 and
execute an indemnity agreement with the Commission.

Proof of

financial protection is to be furnished prior to, and the indemnity
agreement executed as of, the effective date of the 10 CFR Part 70
license.

Payment of an annual indemnity fee is required.

The Consolidated Edison Company, is with respect to Indian
Point.Unit 2, subject to the foregoing requirements, and has taken
the following steps with respect thereto.
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The Company has

furnised to the Commission proof of

financial protection in the amount of $1,000,000 in the form of a
Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance Association policy (Nuclear Energy
Liability Policy, facility form) Nos. NF-100.
Further, the Company executed Indemnity Agreement No. B-19
with the Commission as of January 12, 1962, which was amended to cover
its pertinent preoperational fuel storage under license SNM-1108 on March 4,
1969.

The Company has paid the annual1 indemnity fee applicable to

preoperational fuel storage.
17.2

Operating License
Under the Commission's regulations,'10 CFR Part- 40, a licen.s e
authorizing the operation of a reactor may not be issued until proof
of financial protection in the amount required for such operation has
been furnished, and an indemnity 'agreement covering such operation
(as distinguished from,
been executed.

preoperational fuel storage only) has

The amount of financial protection which must be

maintained for reactors which have a rated capacity of 100,000O
electrical kilowatts or more is the maximum amount available from
private sources, i.e., the combined capacity of the two nuclear
liability insurance pools, which amount is currnty$2mlin
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Accordingly, no license authorizing operation of Indian Point
Unit 2 will be issued until proof of financial protection in the
requisite amount has been received and the requisite indemnity
agreement executed.
We expect that, in accordance with the usual procedure, the nuclear
liability insurance pools will provide, several days in advance of
anticipated issuance of the operating license document, evidence in
writing, on behalf of the applicant, that the present coverage has
been appropriately amended and that the policy limits have been
increased, to meet the requirements of the Commission's regulations
for reactor operation.

The amount of financial protection required

for a reactor having the rated capacity of this facility would be
$82 million.

Consolidated Edison Company will be required to

pay an annual fee for operating license indemnity as provided in
our regulations, at the rate of $30 per each thousand kilowatts of
thermal capacity authorized in its operating license.
On the basis of the above considerations, we conclude that the
presently applicable requirements of 10 CFR Part 140 have'been
satisfied and that, Prior to issuance of the operating license,
the applicant will be required to comply with the provisions of
10 CFR Part 140 applicable to operating licensees, including those as
to proof of financial protection in the requisite amount and as to
execution of an appropriate indemnity agreement with the Commission.
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18.0

CONCLUSIONS
Based on our evaluation of the application as set forth above,
we have concluded that:
1.

The application for facility license filed by the 'Consolidated
Edison Company of New York, Inc., dated December 6, 1965, as
amended (Amendments Nos. 9 through 25-, dated October 15, 1968,
October 13, 1969, October 24, 1969, November 21, 1969, December 29,
1969, January 27, 1970, March 2, 1970, March 30, 19.70, April 17, 1970,
June 3, 1970, July 14, 1970, July 17, 1970, July 28, 1970, July 29, 1970,
August 13,

1,970,

August 28,

1970,

and November 12,

1970,3

respectively) complies with the requirements of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as-amended (Act), and the Commission's-regulations
set forth in 10 CFR Chapter 1; and
2.

Construction of the Indian Point Nuclear 'Gendrating Unit* No. 2
(the facility) has proceeded and there is reasona Ible assurance
that it will be compl'eted, in conformity with Provisional
Construction Permit'No. CPPR-21, the application as amended,,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of

the Commission; and
3.

The facility will operate in- conformity with the application as''
amended, the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations
of the Commission; and
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There is

reasonable assurance

(i)

that the activities authorized

by the operating license can be conducted without endangering
the health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities
will be conducted in compliance with the regulations of the
Commission set forth in 10,CFR Chapter 1; and
5.

The applicant is technically and financially qualified to engage
in the activities authorized by this operating license, in
accordance with the regulations of the Commission set forth in
10 CFR Chapter 1; and

6.

The applicable provisions of 10 CFR Part 140 have been satisfied;
and

7.

The issuance of this license will not -be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.
Prior to any public hearing on the matter of the issuance of an

operating license to Consolidated Edison for Indian Point Unit No.

2,

the Commission's Division of Compliance will prepare and submit a
supplement to this Safety Evaluation which will deal with those
matters relating to the status of construction completion and
conformaty of this construction to the provisional 6onstruction
permit and the application.

Before an operating license will be

issued to Consolidated Edison for Indian Point Unit No. 2,
assuming such a license is

authorized following the public hearing,

the facility must be completed in conformity with the provisional
construction permit, the application, the Act, and the rules and
regulations of the Commission.

Such completeness

of construction as is

required for safe operation at the authorized power level must be -verified
by the Commission's Division of Compliance prior to license issuance.
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY OF
REGULATORY REVIEW OF THE CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY
INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT UNIT NO. 2
(SUBSEQUENT TO CONSTRUCTION PERMIT NO. CPPR-21
ISSUED.ON OCTOBER 14, 1966)

1.

April. 17, 1967

Submittal of Amendment No. 6 containing
design information on the Emergency Core
Cooling System and other areas as requested
by the ACRS in their letter to the
Chairman AEC, of 8/16/66.

2.

July 18, 196"7

Meeting with applicant to discuss revised
design of Emergency Core Cooling System and
other areas as per Amendment- No. 6.

3.

August 2, 1967

Letter to applicant requesting additional
information on subjects addressed by the
ACRS in their letter of 8/16/66.

4.

October 16, 1967

Submittal of Amendment No. 7 in response
to DRL request of August 2, 1967.

5.

'Octobe'r

6.

'December 28,

7.

January 309- 1968'

Submittal of "Report on the Containment
Building Liner Plate Buckle in the Vicinity
of the Fuel Transfer Canal".

8.

February 2, 1968

Meeting with applicant to discuss content
of Amendments No. 6, 7, and 8.

9.

February 13, 1968

Meeting with applicant to complete
discussion of February 2, 1968.

31,1 1967'

1967,

Submittal of Amendment No. 8, revised
pages for Amendment No. 7.
ACRS Subcommittee meeting to discuss
emergency core cooling system, reactor
pit crucible, primary coolant system,
other areas.
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March

11.

October 15, 1968

Consolidated Edison Company filed applica
tion for an Operating License for the IP-2
Amendment 9, Volumes 1, 2, 3, & 4.
Plant.

12.

March 5, 1969

AEC-DRL requested additional information on
medical and emergency plans..

13.

March 12, 1969

AEC-DRL staff met with Con Ed personnel to
discuss scheduling of regulatory review of
application for operating license.

14.

April 3, 1969

AEC-DRL staff met with Con Ed personnel to
discuss structural and seismic design and
tornado protection.

15.
pril16, 196

AEC-DRL staff met with Con Ed to discuss
accidental and normal radioactivity release
from the IP-2 plant.

15.

8, 1968

ACRS Full Committee meeting to discuss
Emergency Core Cooling System; reactor
internals; primary coolant system, design,
fabrication, in-servic 'e inspection,
and leak detection; core design; reactor
pit crucible; and containment liner
quality control and stress analysis.

10.

April 16, 1969

Con Ed requested extension of completion
date for construction of the IP-2 plant.
17.

May 2, 1969

AEC-DRL staff and Nathan M. Newmark, seismic
design consultant, met with Con. Ed personnel
at the IP-2 site to discuss seismic design
and review status of construction and
site inspection.

18.

May 19, 1968

AEC-DEL staff issued an order exten 'ding
completion date for construction of the IP-2.
plant to June 1, 1970.
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August 4, 1969

Request to applicant for additional informa
tion on site and environment, reactor coolant
system, containment system, engineered safety
'features, instrumentation and control, elec
trical systems, waste disposal and.-radiation
protection, conduct of operati ons, and
accident analysis.

20.

August 22-, 1969

AEG-DRL staff requests copies of monitoring
reports and status of actions on Fish And
Wildlife recommendations.

21.

August 23, 1969

AGRS Subcommittee meeting on tornado pro
tection, emergency planning, permanent in
core instrumentation, adequacy of onsite
emergency power, and containment isolation.

22.

September 24', 1969"

Meeting with applicant to discuss Westinghouse
presentation on power distribution detection
and control in Indian Point 2..,

23.

October 13, 1969

Submittal of Amendment 10 (Supplement #/1)
responses to AEC regulatory staff's request
of March 5, 1969, on medical plans and
partial answers to AEC regulatory staff.'s
request for additional information of
Augus t 4, 1969.

24.

October 24, 1969

Submittal of Amendment No. 11, replacement
pages and responses to AEC regulatory staff's
,request for additional information of August 4,
1969, on Sections 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, and 14
of the FSAR.

25.

November 13, 1969

Request for additional information on reactor,
reactor coolant system, containment .system,
engineered safety features,.auxiliary and
emergency systems, initial tests and operations,
and accident analysis.

26.

November 21, 1969

Submittal of Amendment No. 12, additional and
replacement pages to be inserted into the
FFDSAR and further responses to AEC regulatory
staff's request for additional information of
8/4/69 on Sections 1, 4, 7, 8 and 11 of
the FFDSAR.
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December 10, 1969

Meeting with applicant to review electrical
drawings including AC power, DC power, Reactor
Protection System, and Engineered Safety
Features.

28.

December 30, 1969

Meeting with applicant and Westinghouse
Electric Corporation to continue detailed
review of electrical drawings including
Reactor Protection System and Engineered
Safety Features.

29.

January 16, 1970

Meeting with applicant to review and discuss
electrical drawings including Reactor
Protection System and Engineered Safety
Features.

30.'

January 21, 1970

Meeting with applicant & Westinghouse
Electrical Corporation on technical specifica
tions.

31.

January 27, 1970

Submittal of Amendment No. 14, replacement
pages for FSAR & further responses to
AEC-DRL questions of 8/4/69 & 11/13/69,
chapters 1, 4, 6, 11, 12 & 14.

32.

February 17, 1970

Meeting with applicant for presentation
of results of Con Ed's Analysis concerning
potential damage to Indian Point 2 and
IP-3 from a failure of the IP-i superheater
stack.

33.

March 2,

Submittal of Amendment No. 15, responses
to AEC regulatory staff's requests for
additional information of 8/4 and 11/13,
1969 and Containment Design Report.

1970

34.' March 10, 1970

Request to applicant for additional
financial data.

35.

Meeting with applicant to discuss questions
concerning core heat transfer and burnout
limits, fuel element performance and ECCS
performance during a LOCA.

March 13, 1970
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36.

March ,19,

37.

March226, 1970

-Meeting with applicant to discuss analysis
*of fresh water flood and changes to electrical
systems.

38.

March.,30,

* Submittal of Amendmnt No. 16

1970

1970

Meeting with applicant, Westinghouse presenta
tion-on'iodine removal system for IP-2.

dditional' and

replacement pages for the FSAR and further
responses to the AEC regulatory staff's request
for additional information of August 4, and
November 13,: 1969;
39.

April 25, 1970

40.

April:17, l1970,

41.

April'29, 1970.

42..

May'5 21970

43.

Ma: ;11,1970

ACRS-Subcommittee meeting at the ndia Point 2
site to-discuss ~inistrumentation and control and.
Electrical Systems.

44.

May!12,! 1970

AEC issuied-rder'etktending completion date for
construction of the IP-2 plant to June 1, 1971.

45.

May 28,,-197.0

',ACRS 'Subcommittee'.mfeeting to discuss loss-of
coolant accident; .aniticipated transients with
failure to scram.

46.

June 3, 1970

Submittal of Amnendnment No. 18, additional and
revised pages for the PSAR in response to AEC
regulatory staff request for additional
information.

ACRS Subcommittee meeting and meeting with applicant
'on instrumentation and control, and anticipated
*transients'-with failure to scram.
-Submittal of Amnendment No. 17, additional and
replacement pages to be inserted into the FSAR
and further responses to AEC regu.mlatory'staff's
request for additional information of August 4
and November 13, 1969.
Meeting with applic~iit to discuss seismic
*.and structural-desin questions for IP-2.
Meeting with applicant to discuss'failure
-mode analysis of the *engineered safety
*feature manual :actuation panel.
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47.

June 11, 1970

ACRS full Committee meeting to consider design
of engineered safety feature manual actuation
panel and operation with less than four ioops.

48.

June 17, 1970

Meeting with applicant to discuss'consequences
of turbine missiles, sensitized stainless steel
control room accident dose, hydrogen recombiner.

49.

July 1.5, 1970

Submittal of Amendment No. 19 (Supplement 10),
additional and revised pages for the FSAR and
Flooding Evaluation report.

50.

July 20, 1970

Submittal of Amendment No. 20, (Supplement 11)
proposed Technical Specifications.

51.

July 24, 1970

Request for additional information on emergency
core cooling, reactor coolant system, instru
mentation and control, electrical systems,
conduct of operations and accident analysis.

52.

July 28, 1970

53.

July 28and 29, 1970

ACRS Subcommittee meeting to discuss technical
specifications, flood protection,Unit No. 1
superheater stack failure and containment sprays.

54.

July 30, -1970

Submittal of Amendment No. 22, (Supplement 12),
revised pages for FSAR in response to request
for-additional information.

55.

August 7, 1970

Meeting with applicant to discuss technical
specifications.

56.

August 13, 1970

ACRS full Committee meeting to discuss the
matters addressed in our July 2, 1970 report.

57.

August 14, 1970

Submittal of Amendment No. 23 (Supplement 13),
answers to request for additional information
issued July 24.

Submittal of Amendment No. 21, Con Ed Annual
Repo rt.
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58.

August 18, 1970

Meeting to discuss licensed operator requirements.

59.

August 28, 1970

Submittal of Amendment No. 24 (Supplement 14).
Revised pages to the FSAR.

60.

September 1, 1970

Meeting with applicant regarding performance-of
Emergency Core Cooling System.

61

September 9, 1970

Meeting with the applicant to discuss Technical
Specifications.

62.

October 21, 1970

Request to applicant for a report on analysis
of laminations in base plate material of the.
IP-2 pressurizer.

63.

October 29, 1970

Meeting with applicant to review technical
specifications, for the Indian Point 2 plant.

64.

November

Submittalof Amendment 25 (Supplement 15);
changes to technical specifications and to
FSAR.

19 70
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APPENDIX B

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COM0MISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C.

20545

SEP 23 1970

Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
Cho irman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
Subject% REPORT ON INDIAN POINT NUCLEA

Glo-HERATINC UNIT NO, 2

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
At its 125th meeting, September 17-19, 1.970, the Advisory Comimittee on
Reactor Safeguards. completed its review of the appl~cation-by Consoli
dated Edisoa Company of New York, Inc., for* authorization to operate
the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit lie. 2. This project had Ore
viou sly been considered at the Commiittee's 95th, 98th, 122nd, and 124th.
reetings, an& at Subcommittee meatings on August 23, 1969, March 13,
1970,:April 25, 1970, May 28, 1970, July 26-29, 1970, andSeptember 15,
1970.
Subcotumittees also met nt the site on December 28,2 1967 and
The Committee last reported on this. project to you on
K~ay 11, 1970
August 16, 1966. During the reviewpthe Cormittee had the benefit of
discussions with, represent at ive s of the Congo lida Ia-d Zdison Company and
their con~tractors and consultants, and with represuentatives of the AEC
Regulat ory Staff. The Cormittee also had the beaiafit of th.e documents
listed.
The Indian Point si.te is located in Westchester County. New York, approx
imately 24, iailes north of the New York City limits. T17- mininum radius
of the excltioion area for Unit !:Zo. 2 is 520 rieters and Peekskill, the
nearust populition cen~ter 3 , is approximately onc-half iail-3 frbm the unit.
Also at this site are Indi-na Point Unit 1, which is licensed for opera
tio-n at- 615 'Mt, and UJnit- 3, shich~ is under constructiua.
The applicant has re-evaluateed1 floo~iiag that could accur at the site in
the event of the prolable ra-.iiaum Worricarie and fl.Lod, in the light of
mowre recent 1,nforation, and has vonaluded th-at ne4- juate protection
existe for vital coi-iponerits and services.
Additional cismic reinforcerent 1eirng provided for the Ineian. Point
Lila top 00 ft. of the
Unit 110o. I 1 Peri&)at: r building cn e~irlof

suphute,: otack will ena!:,le tzhe &tack to withstrand winds in the -range
Since
of 300O-.360 rLph corresponding to current t'Qrmato dcrign criteria,
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Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg
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the reinforcement of the superheater building, which Supports the stack,
enables' the stack to resist wind loads of a magnitude mIost likely to be
experienced from a tornado, the Conmmittee believes that removal of the
top 80 ft. of the stack, to enable it to resist the meximum effects from
a tornado, may be deferred until. a convenient time during the next few

years, but prior to the commencement, of operation of Indian Point Unit
No. ,3.
The applicnnrt has. stated that truncation of the stack will have.

no

siinificant adverse effect on the environment.

T6e "Indian Point Unit No. 2 is the firs t o'f th e large. four-loop Westing
house pressurized water reactors to go into operation, and the proposed
power level of 2758 k'lift
will be the largest of any power reactor licensed
to 'date.-,The nuclear design of Indian Point UnIt No.. 2 is similar to
tha: of 11. B. Robinson with the eXception that the initial fuel rods to
be used in Indian Point Unit No. 2 will rnot be prepressurized. Part
length, control rods will be used to shape the axial pcwer distribution
and to suppress a xial xen *on oscillations. -The reactor is designed to
have a. zero or n.-gative maoderator coefficient of reactivity, and the

applicant plans to performa testa to verify that divergent: azimuthal xenon
oscillations cannot occur in this reactor. The Committee recommends. that
the Regulatory Staff follow the measurements and analyses related to these
tests.
Unit 2 has. a. reinforced concrete containent ;with an internal steel liner
s,?hich is provided vith facilities ior continuous pressurization of weld

and penetration area3 for leak detection, and a seal-water system to back
up piping i.SOlAtion. valves. In the unlikely event of. an accident, cooling
of the containment is provided by both a coat a "int
spray systera and an
eir-recirculation. system with fan coolers.. Sodiumi hydroxide additive is
used in the contaiaent, spray sycstain to reim..ove elemental iodine from the
post-ccident

contalrent atraonplore.

provided to reTm.-ove orga-aic iodine.

An impregnated. charcoal f ilter is

MaLjor changes have bozn im-ide in thE - us LLn. of the emergancy tore cooling
system as originzlly propocad at t-'h- timn of tbhe construct ion: permiLt rer_
view. -Four Accu;,iulatuis nro provided *tc uccozipliv~d rap.id reflooding of
the core in the iinlik.-ly even~t c,.! a 1large pipe breo,
and redundant purapq
6re licludedd tu waintain lon~g- 'ter:.- cora cool ilag. The ;rpplicant has
analyzed the. e f 4"Jc,,cy of i~). ai-a&ey core, ctz;Ain,, system and conc ludes
that the systcm xwill. iee-p Ot-'tx: intact tind the pe.!,k clad temperature
well bl.
tite Point uqher--ai~
o-wie
reactiv'. might have an adverse,
effect -on clcd d-uct1i1Lty aned, henc
1*on
~a co ItLluad structural integrity
Of tle kuzl el~~t4TzCo
al1e&
heiieveo thae there ia -reasonable
assuraice that the Irodici- ]rotnt Vnit No. 2 eI!: rgency core cooling system
will perform adequntely rt th, rooz
pn! co I.Vv21.
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The Comittee concurs with the applicant that the reactor pit crucible,
proposed at the time of the construction permit review, is not essen
tial as a safety feature for Indian Point Unit N'o. 2 and need not be in
eluded.
To control the concentration of' hydrogen which could build up in the
containment following a postulated loss-of-coolont accident, the appli
cant has provided redundant flaz.e recomsbiner units withini the conta 'in
ments built to engineered safety feature standards. Provisions are also
included for adequaice mixing of the atraosphlere and for sampling purposes.
The capability exists also to attoch additional equipment so a to permit
controlled purging of the containment atmaosphere with iodine filtration.
The Committee believes that such equipment should ioe designed and provided
in a manner satisfactory to the Regulatory Staff during the first, two
years of operation at power.
The applicant plans to install a charcoal filter systema in the refueling
building to reduce the potential release of radioactivity in the event
of damage to an irradiated fuel assembly during fuel handling. This in
stallatior will be completed by the end of the first year of Lull pow-.r
operation.
The reactor instrumentation includes out-of-core detectors, fuel assembly
exit thermocouples, and m~ovable in-core flux monitors. Power distribution
ineasuraments will also ordinarily be available from fixed in-core detec
tors.
The applicant has proposed that. a limited number of manual resets of trip
points, made deliberately in accordance with explicit procedures, by
approved personnel, independent ly maonitored, and with settings to be cali
brated and tested, should provide an acceptable basis for the occasional
operation of Indian Point Unit noe. 2?with only throp, of the four. reactor
loops in service. The Committee concure In this position.
The applicant stated that neutron noiso masure~ents will be made period
ically and analyzed to provide developmental inforrx-ition concerning the
possible usefulness of this techniciua in nscerLainin- changes in core,
vibration or other displacements* on a si.-nlar basis. accelerometers will
be inalled on th6 pressure vessel and steam. geun ,rators to ascertain the
practicality of their use to detect the presence of loose parts.
The reactor includes a delayed neutron rionitor in one hot leg -of the re
actor coolant systema to detect fuel element failure, Suitable operability
requirements will be maintained on tha several serisiL'ive m~eans of priary
system leak detection.

Honorable Glenn T. Siaborg

-9-SP25iy

Reeens- Indian Point- Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2
1. Amendment No. 9 to Application of Consolidated Edison Company of
]New York for Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Nqo. 2. consisting
of Volumes I
IV, Final Safety Analysis Report. received October 16#
1968
2.
3.

Amendments 10
Amendments 22

-

20 to the License Application
24 to the License Application
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A conservative roethod of def ining'pressure vessel. fr; cture toughness
should be employad that is satisfactory to the Retilattory Staff.
The applicant stated that existing experimantal results and analyses
provide considerable assurance tr-At high burnup fuel of the design
employed vill be able to uz.diargo anticipated transients and power per
turbations Without a loss :)~f clad Integrity. rla%alno described addi
tional experiments and anoalyseo to be performied inl the reasonably near
future which should provide furthcr assurance in this regard.
The Comittee has, in recent reports on other reactors, discussed the
need for studies on further means of preventing cotmon failure =odes
from negating scram action, and of possible desf.rx features to make
tolerable the consequarces of failure to scrami during anticipated tran
sients. The applicant has provided the results of analyses. which lie be
lieves indicate that the consequences of such. tranisients are tolerable
with the existing Indian Point Unit No. 2 desiogn at the proposed power
level. Although further study is required of this general question,*
the Coc ittee believes it acceptable for the Indian Point Unit Vo. 2
reactor to operate at the proposed power level while final resolution
of this matter is made on a reasonable tfr'e scale in a manner satisfac
tory to the Rsegulatory Staff. The Comittee wishes to be kept advised.
Other matters relating to large water reactors which have been identi
fied by the Regulatory Staff and the ACRLS and cited in previous ACRS
letters should, as in the case of other reactors recently reviewed$ be
dealt with appropriately by the Staff and tha applicant in the Indian
Point Unit Vo. 2 as suitable ap proaches are developed.
The ACRS believes that, if due regard is given to the iterwa recoowmnded
above, and subject to satisfactory completion of construction and preop
erational tecting of Indian Point Unit No. 2, there is reanpuable ausur
ance that this reactor can be opcrntnad at power levels up to 2758 MUt
without undue risk to the health aad safety of the public.
Sincerely yours.
Original bigned by
Joseph 14, Hendrie
Jobeph M4. Hacndrie
Cbairman

References attached.
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Comments on
Irndian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2
Consolidated Edison Company of New Yorl:, Inc.
Final I'acility -Description and Safety Analysis Report
!1! and IV dated Octobex 15, 1968
Volumes I, I,
_'::-&ared. by
inirn

Wir scoceas Environmaental Laboratory
Z Science Services Administration
November 29, 1968

2-s -ooizrtcL ont in our comments of October 29, 1965 on Unit No. 2, a
* xmayy Lnf-,1ace on the meteorological statistics of the Indian Point
uv
o be its location in a river valley about a mile wide with
ItL
Consequently, wind
600 to 1000 feet on either side.
-arrain.;Kn
Zractocn follow a pronounced diurnal cycle with daytime,.unstable
asza' flow in the upriver direction and nighttime, stable flow in the
r
ections. The report documents a 42.4 percent inversion
~mdiv
f~reque-ncy, but it should also be pointed out that inversion conditions
are largely confined to the ni ghttimne, downriver flow lasting about
12 hours before-changing to lapse or upriver flow. Figure 2.6-1,
althouh in terms of average vectors, shows the marked wind reversals
wsunset and sunrise and the rather persistent, channeled flow that
can occur during the middle of the night (see the mean direction
lewn 0200 azd 0800 hours). The mean wind speeds during this persistent
Variod is about 2.5 r/sec which indicates that 50 percent of the time
inversion wind speeds could be less than 2.5 rn/sec.
rjqthe absence of specific, joint-frequency wind speed and .direction
persistence data from the site, a reasonably conservative meteorological
model would be to assume for a ground release a 1 r/sec wind speed
under inversion conditions in a persistent downriver direction for a
Dariod of 8 hours. Taking into account the likelihood of a diurnal wind
reversal, a veyy conservative assumption would be to allow the plume
centerline to me~ander over a 22-1/20 arc under the same conditions for
the remainder of the 24-hour period. Again, with no specific on-site wind
yesistance data, the cons z':ative assumstion has been made.

2ai szucunt of ditionel :::::2sp:hari diffus ion because of the building
:nrbulenca can be assess, L by the virtual point source expression.
as used by the applic'=0 . which for a value of x 0= 4 360M
V .
-Q
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==ouns to a f--tor c2f 2.5 at the site boundary (50m.n
.6a
h
o
roiaLation boundary- (1100 in). These values are in close agreement with
the mecd5 of us-Ir~o a sha-re factor of 1/2 and a building cross-section of
2000
-zont-tavai-lable, itwould seem reason~ably
.n suzmcTiry, frocm dL
1.I a
consorvativc to assume a -1 rsist-ent wind direction for an 8-hour period
undcr inversin conditions and a 1 r/sec wind speed. With the added
assuimotion of a building- wakec shape facl.-or of 1/2 'and a cross-sectional
area of. 2000 in2 ,. thei resulting 0-8 hr relative conce iration would be
6.65 x 10-4 sec mn3 at the site boundary and 3.7 x 1O- at the low population
boundary.
From Table 14.3.5-3 one can calculate that the applicant's
model for the 0-8 hr period results in an average relative concentration
of 4.8 x 10-4 and 2.4 sec m-3 at the site and low population bound1ary,
respectively.
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Cozm-ernts on
. z Son ~CC=ainy o'
7-o- c, Inc.
Final Facil-ity Descri-rtion and Safety Analysis
Amendment No. 12 dated November 21, 19)69, and
Amendment No. 14 dated January 27, 1970
Pra-)ared by
Alir RB Bcuces Envirorziental > boratory

E~nvirc

enal Sci ence Services Administration
February 17, 1970

T-e c,-.,2 -_r

oo==n-a-io- of the indian Point' site during the 7eriod
Z9
r~
'd-a
s that at' the_ I10-t. hneight the annual prevailing wind
5dir~ection f_2
th north northe..ast and that i the sector from 22.5 to
_' req.Cuen!-cy of inversion,neutral and lapse conditions was
6,2,
re-,
epci~
L,
Wti thssco, the shortest site
botndarv ia
:oimtl
in a direct line through Units 2 and 3 at a
dist'ance of 610 and 380 m, respectivEl1y, as measured from figure 2.2-2.
it i S about 500 m from the Unit .1 stack to this common boundary point., The
nearest sit-e boundary, readls ofsco, is where the property line
intersects the downriver edge of the site. Although this point is at
a
disitance of 580 m from Unit 2, it is not in the most prevalent wind
direction
by a considerable amount..
To com-~te, the average =Tnal dilution factor we have assumed
the frequencies
list.:z above, averaged over a 23-dagree sector with a wind
speed
and 3 m/seac, respectively, for inversion (Type F), neutral (Type of 2, 4
D), and
iapsz (Type B) conditions. Assuming no building wake effect
our results
show the. ap :..icant's values for Units 1 and 2 to be reasonably
conservative.
in the case of Unit 3 we compute an average annual dilution
factor of
3
2.9 x 10 5 sec m7 as compared to the applicant'Is value of 1. 6 -x
10-5 sec m73 .
The only explanation we -hav-e for the ESSA value being twice as high
the use of the building wake effect in the applicant's assumptions. is
it is our view that thea use of the building wake effect in the
long-term
average dif fusion ecuation, as was done by the applican-t, is inappropriate.
It does not seem logical that for the same atmospheric conditions
the
eqcuation on page Q 11'. 10-1 for the long-term model. gives more credit Sutton
for
uIding wake effePct than tLhe ecuivalent short-term model on p.
Q 11 .10-2.
.o xa:mole at x24C' m assuming1 Xo - 400 m and n = 0. 5, the building
wake
ee2
a _(~
0 j._t
te, for the long-tr
eq
-tion
is
3.4
whereas
for the
ion,
0)_,4
the value is 2.8. It is
'h -.ger e.:t-o:- in the former that makes the difference. Also, the
fact that one av_-_rnaes in the horizontal dimension over a sector
essentially
would nullify any added dilution in that dimension because of
wake effect.
-L
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of New York's proposed
od 5C-343, Go-),oidatcd Edison Companiy
No. 3, and 'Units No. 4
and
2
rtsNo.
lndLan12bctflclar Cne~iiifg
Point plant site.
\*micli are coot I iL-;14003 to Indian

and 'No. J

and -r. B. R. ILu~ in-L
our arrlnn cients , j'r. R. A. Jachow~ski
Pursunt x.1
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conta-ined
rViC~wcad all partinea-_t information
1\'u
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level.
water
design
a
of
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don
fro.m- tne Probable
tlie
with
as~oc:Lated
the storIm surge
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,)ad wind ,.,j7ve analysis.
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Uxu';
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pl an
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mean se-.a leve'l datum for Unit~s, Nos.
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,,n- further
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o\,7,

Sincerely yours,

EDWARD 1,1. WILLI S
Colonel, CE
L.4 cutenant
Director
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
GEOLOGICAL' SURVEY

/

WASHINGTON. D.C.

20242

ZP 16 1970

by R.C. JDeJ.uLng is areview
't
rous
iz.eezcmte"c' in Z'aend-ent '..o. 19 to'the Final Safety
ain, Point Nuclear Generating Station.
i.2
cz
ncr
C
or Ur
0
fcr r-11 3 units at the Indian.Point
s
2vs
avc
t
Copies of our earlier reviews,
be-oz -:Lz-l cn th's
o
U2
>~ 2 Q~ig.15, 1966) pzpared by,2. L.1-leyer, and-forUi
)"ap:Dared By P. J. Car-peter, are attached.
-y:--y
-.

of'your staff.

We have no objection to your making this review a

2zof 'the public record.
Sincerely yours,

*&tiz,:

Director
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atCZZ

Sa~c

U.S

-~_

2

'I~:.~
c~::,.
10 ,j Cr1v7

C.
_:ezn 1 o "ILr

'

7.
is

Z..x z,:
v-:~mt~
nobrs~

Unit: No. 2

tzl

C'orps of~ Engineers,

'his
cul-c feet p;er second.
tzzn the m= ir-,n o!served

twice the maximum discharge
T,7 AV
ch appear to exhibit

z~ re
maxiraum promnb,..e f Jood
offCt~22.
Th st
uzu~ ~anardstep-backwater procedures, "3 given
y betwczien 13.4 Lc-14.0 't msl (za.2= sea level) 6epending cn
s shown that none of the dams
coic
v o 3 sol
az
- 10;
Ba ttery. I
t ribu -aries u7c-u!d 1fail durimng the probable
Lver and i
on the Eu LI-an U
m:z
flood. T1he zbove rezuits were octained using conservative ass=:ti o Sand a,, Dear to0"
.eaSa

~e .22,c~e

ocrr;2ce of the prao'lable maximuma flood on
zcw
,yzz thtlte
The- ana
Ez onus Creemk, iweuld causc - ailurc of Ashokan Da-a soma 75 miles upstream
design level at Indian Po-int various
of t, e site. '," estab'i-,i ancc
jofc t::-e Zollc wizg, fanctor s vere considered : 1) the f low
cc--at) various conrcurrent Eudson
Lur
~rczth-aso..
tide levels at the Battery.
fiowo, and 3) v-icus ccu:rnt
rve:. ..
:2actorc were compared with the stage
The rezul't3 of these cobnrcsof
omuiflood (14T.0 ft mol) and the stage resulting froma
of tlhe zbbe
the proba 'le maximum hurricane pluz- spring high tide (14.5 ft msl). 'The
most critical combination investigated consisted of the flows from the
A_-hokaa Da--n 'failure caused by the probable* maximum "lood on Esopus Creek,
tHe ccncurreat standard project flow (one half the 1robable maximum flood),
the standard project
~:cvccurent stag e at tlae Battery corresponding
.ar-ri-can-e tile level and wind vaves of one foc: at an sie42i
tg
is given as 15.0 ft mzl. The lowest floor elevatic.-4 of Unit No. 2 is
given as 15.25 ft msl.
Other co--Ldin _-ions of the above-mentioned factors, such as Ashokan Dam
failure and the standard project hurricane or floods larger than the
standard project flood on the Hudson River, could produce higher-*stages
at the site. Depending on the degree of conservatism desired, any of
these higher stages could also be selected as the design flood level.
Enowever, the stage for the combination selected for the design flood
level exceeds those given for the probable maximum flood or probable
z=-imum, hurricane when these are considered as independent events.

2A4

*
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REPORT TO THE AEC REGULATORY STAFF
S7RUrTURAL ADEQUACY
OF

INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT NO.

2

7NTRODUCT-ION

This report is concerned with the structural adequacy of the
containment structures,

piping,

equipment and other critical components for

the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2 for which appl ication for a
construction permit and an operating license has been made to the United States
Atomic Energy Com.iission by the Consolidated Edison Company of New York,, Inc.
The facility is located on the east bank of the Hudson River at Indian Point,
village of Buchanan, in upper Westchester County, N~w York.

The site is about

24 miles N of the New York City boundary and 2.51 miles SW of Peeksill,

New York.

This report is based on a review of the Final Facility Description
and Safety Anaiysis Report (Reft.

2).

1) and the containment design report (Ref.

The repor-z also is based in part on the discussion and inspection resulting
from the visit to the site on 2 M~ay 1969 by N. M. Newmark and W. .J. Hall in
conjunct'on with Mr.

K. Kniel and Mr.

M. McCoy of AEC-DRL.

A number of

topics were discussed with the applicant and his consultants at the time of
this visit, and subsequently additional information has become available through
supplemients to TLhe FSAR and through discussions with the personnel of DRS,
ft-e applicant- and his consultants.
s"Cructura.

DRL,

A discussion of the adequacy of the

c,- teria. Presented in the Prel iminary Safety Analysis Report is

conzallned in our report of August 1966 (Ref.

3),

and unless otherwise noted no

comment will be -,-ade in this report ::oncerning points covered there.
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2

The des ign cr iterla for the containment system and Class I components
for this plant called for a design *to withstand a Design Basis Earthquake of
0.l15g maximum horizontal ground acceleration coupled with other appropriate
loadings to. provide for containment and safe shut down.

The plant was'also

to be des igned for an Operating Basis Earthquake of 0.1g maximum hprizontal
ground accelerat ion simultaneously with the other appropriate loads forming
the basis of containment design.
COV>,XTNTS
Dynamric

ON ADEQUACY OF DES:G

An a %vses

(a)

Czna--n

u~iq

The answer to Question 1.9 of the FSAR

ndicates that on>y t.-e containm-. - build ing, the. primary auxiliary building,
aind the electric. cable ~unIwere designed with tihe use of semi-formal
dynamic ana iyses..

A 6es c -ipt ion of the method of analysis employed is given

briet' y in Section 5.1.3.8 of the FSAR and in Section 3.1.5 of the containment
design report.

The procedure employed involved a calculation of the fundamental

frequency and imo de shape by use o-, a modified Rayleigh method.. The base shear
for the structure was compute0o from-i the period and the spectralI response
cor res pond ing to the appropriate degree of damping.

The base shear was then

applied as a 1adirng to the strLcture as an inverted triangular loading.
The shears at thre nodes were used to calculate the moments and displacements
at various points in the StrLCZ-Ure.

For the structures involved it is believed

that the azpprozch "eacs -L-o a as i9n wilich is reasonably adequate.
r approach wa
-....
z;s d csc r ib

ih

i~oe

o

answver to Q11uestion 1.9.

increase ova:- working st.-ess was allowed

the primary auxiliary building
It is noted there t:rat a one-third

in the design of the bracing in the
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case of4 the Des ign Bas is Earthquake.

This stress

is below yield, and it

is

believed that the design will prove to be satisfactory.
(b)

Other SuIldinacs and Eu:an.

The discussion presented in

answer to Question 1.9 of the FSAR for other buildings and equipment such as
the control building,

fan house,

intake structure,

etc.,

indicate that a

refined static approach was used, which involves employing the peak value
from t.~ie appropriate response spectrum curve for a given value of damping
and multiplying this by the approporiate mass to obtain the inertial loading.
From the description given for the various buildings and items of equipment,
and t

mo~fellrq techniques emp'oyedl,

it

is concluded that the

inertial

aoad~ngs used in design are reasonably close to those that might be obtained
with a more sophisticated analysis and lead to reasonable design values.
Thesubission in Qu~estion 1.3 of Supplement 13 idctsta
Turbine Buing!M,

h

and Fuel Storage Eu ilding Structure above the Fuel Storage

Pzi ,,,ere reanalyzed by a mu-Iti-degree-of-freedom modal dynamic analysis method
to check their adequacy.

As a result of this reanalysis,

the applicant

advises that certain structural modifications will be made to columns and cross
bracing in the Turbine Buildirng to insure that it can withstand the. DBE.,
The suesrcueof the fuel storage building was ascertained to be adequately
designed~, without modification to withstand the effects of the DBE.

The

applicant states that reanalysis of the strengthened turbine building and
:erheater building for Indian Point No.

1 does not significantly affect the

re=Sponses caicu'ated for the orlalnall structures.
(c) Pip ina -Ara,
of- the piping,

s.

T.-e method used by the applicant for analysis

as described in the answer to Question 1.6 of the FSAR,

same as was used in GI nra.

is the

The peak ground response spectrum value for 0.5

*,ercert dar:2inq wa:s used, zaLPied as static accelerations

in each direction
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and the resulting st'1resses .superposed..

sa:aely,

app 2c Z 1.t t:;i

It was assumed by the,

th-- p 6p i g was supported aaon.irigid systems and therefore

not SU-j-c t zd to amp Iified .9rour2 mot ion at points,,of support.. The system
was analyz ed with &ie anchors-and supports as actually. used,
the discusso-

according'.to,

p-esartad to us 4dur ig. the tLime of our visit In. May,,.l969..*~

It,w~s the V"3w of zih

aool Ican - t az th

th'le rma Irnctions.were greater, than

any 6iffere-.'al ground displacemnents and t'he lat-ter therefore are not,,
critical

inthe design,

in-answer to Question 1-.13 (Suppl..13) the

appl icant adv ises that relat ive se ismic displacement was consideredfor the
mai1n <steam linesw.-,ere the, larges t re Iat ive dis pl acements are expected;
stress differentials of lJess than 10% resulted., Also,

seismic supports,,,

instza.led to date are those specifiled in the design and employed in the
analyses; %wh'Ieredeviations in supports must..occur,
out.

reanalysis will be carried

These res ulIts pnd app-roaches appear ,satisfactory to US.
Since this plant, was. .des igned before recent -developments and changes

in pi.p ing design spec ificat ions , the 1968 ASME Addenda were not .applied.
Blow-downand. earthquake we're cons idered as separate,items and not combined
in thi.s dasi1gn.

We, are advised that .the res ponse. to Ques tion. 1..,9 .of.Supp Iement

,2 szates that a review of -the. Indian Polint 3 reActor c.~olant-system which
is >etcito.Indian. oin t 2, .for combined earthquake and blow-down indicates
t:.at the C'es 1g n, is.. adequate.
-.
Ea .oach

is stated. in tihe. answer to Question 1.6 of the FSAR that the.

resulted in a, seismic dPsign load approximately equal .to 0.60W

F-. zonta'1y and 0. 40W. vertically taken simultaneously.,

Tt,.is tfurther stated

thc-7 for the Design. Basis .Firthquake The sum of.,the resulting additional.
stress plus the normal1 stresses was l imited to, 1.2 times the B31-1 cod~e
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ailowable stresses.

In a similar manner the stresses

in'the pipe supports

and hangers were limited to 1.2 tiri-s code allowable stresses.
The appl icant originally made use of *the maximum spectrum value only
and no modal analyses were made; in other words only a static analysis *with
uniform accelerations was made.

Consideration was not given to. mocif ied

distribution of the inertial loading to take account :of~ the combI nat ion, of
modal. effects.
The response to Question 1.9 of Supplement -8,' descri b'ing more detailed
analyses of the reactor coola-nt system, feedwater lines, surge lines andI
typical. steam

ines by more formalI methods as carried out Iater lends

confirmation to the adequacy 'of the design.

On this basis

there is..reason

to believe that the design is adequate.
B.ackflll Surrounding Containment Vessel
Nine feet of crushed rock backfilli was placed between the external
wail of the reinforced concrete containment vessel and the retaining wall
holding back the rock on the uphill side'. *This crushed rock backfill is drained
at the bottom to avoid water pressure against the containment 'structure.
fill

The

is approximately 60 to 70 feet higher on one side of th e structure than

on the other because of the slope of the rock surface.

The design, as

discussed in Section 3.1.5 of the containment design report,

considered local

inertial forces of loose rock as an added loading against the containment
pressure vessel,

and also cons*.dered passive pressures caused by failure of

t!he rock a'ong the surface-behind the retaining wall..
;rc,- Tchese

The localized loadings

: orces were considered In the des ign of the containment structure

and the discussilon presented 'in the containment design report provides reasonable
assurance .that the corta'--mant vesset
f orces

is capable of resisting these localized
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Class I Equipi-ar-:

in Structures other than Class I

The turbine bui'd'rg is C'ass III and not designed for earthquake
loadings.

The answer to Question 1.3 of the FSAR indicates t ha t the only

Class I structures and components whiich are so located that they could be
endangered by failure of Class I1" structures are the control building, min
steam piping and feedwater piping, all of which could possibly be endangered
by the Class III turbine building.

It

is f urther indicated there that no,

special provisions have been provided for protection except in the case of
the main steam and feedwater lines up to the isolation valves, which are
protected by the s hielId wail and the structural frame at the north end of
the shield wall.

Since these are located near the braced end of the turbine

building, it is not anticipated by the applicant that there will be any
structural f'ailure in this area.

Our j udgment as to the adequacy of this

aspect of the desig n Is based on the statement given in the application.
And, in tnis respect,

the answer to Question 1.3 (Supplement 13) which describes

the anal-ysis and strengthening of the Turbine Building and Superheater Building
for Indian Point Unit No. 1, and the'Ir ability to withstand the DBE, should
give additional protection for the control

room.

It is further stated that the only Class III crane whose failure
could endanger any Class I function is the fuel storage building crane and
that the failure of this crane will not impair a safe and orderly shutdown.
The answer to Ques t ion 1.3 (Suppl. 13)

indicates that the only potential

for crane lift off will be in the unloaded condition with the trolley parked
-r the support; the app! icant advises that the unloaded crane will not be
pa-.-ed over the pool, so no hazard exists.

It is also noted in the answer

'O~stion
1.1.3 that the manipulator crane in the containment building,
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a Class !II crane,

is restrained from overturning and will not endanger

Class I structures.
Deformation Criterla
The general stress criteria applicable to the seismic design are
summarized in Appendix A'of the FSAR.

The statement given on pag(7A3 of

Appendix A states tiat for all components, systems and structures classified
as Class I,

tne Primary steady state stresses,

stresses resJng

when combined with seismic

rom t.ie response to the Design Basis Earthquake,. are

limited-so that the function of the component system or structure shall not
be impaired so as to prevent a safe and orderly shut-down of the plant.
We were advised at the time of our inspection of the plant in May 1969
that, for normal loadings plus the Operating Basis Earthquake, the intention
was-to use code allowa bles plus the 20 percent increase for transient
conditions on Class -I components and systems-.
and blow-down,

For the Design Basis Earthquake

basically the same criteria were used,

although originally it

had been planned to adopt higher allowables going into the plastic range using
the code for faulted conditions.

.In actuality, as described in the answer

to Qu.estion 1.7 of the FSAR, the allowable stresses in the case~of the Design
Basis Earthquake were limited-to the yield point, or slightly below (see
answer to Question 1.3 of Suppsiement 13).
The only references that we note where there was* a calculation of
! -resses exceeding the yield point were at several 'places

in the containment

design report where it was mentioned that the calculations indicate that there
could be possible local yie*.z_'ng of the lin.er under certain loading combinations,,
but that this would Ze 'imlited

and nct be expected to be of a nature as to

cause concern with regard to z,-,, integrity of the liner.
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ReactorIter;
T he mec hanical Ides ic.-ar-~devaluation of the reactor core and internals
is descri*0>-". sanera~y in Section 3.2.3 0-. the FSAR.
given ; 'a~peC:S

deS

that

W
wLl,
I.~prap

r

From the discussion

*.:e core support structure a nd core barrel have been
dtt,_ntCin

to zuppoftt

P0 I 'ts

di-,d

The dcsign crite.-ia for the internrals themselves,

I IrMTtattorleof

Md~a

and specifically with

reference to daeIect ions under abnormal operation, -are given in Table A.3-2
of th.e FSA..S.

These appear reasonable and should prov-ide an adequate margin

of safety.
Large Penetrations
A finite element analysis of the large penetrations in the containment
vessel was made by the Franklin Institute and a description of the analysis
and the results obtained is presented in. the containment design report..
Several analyses were made for different load, combinations, and in addition
a number of ~hand calculations were made to check the oQrder opf magnitude of
the exoacted ferces anr>- stresses and t~P verify that- the. results were reasonable
Our revi ew of the material presented, to the extent possible, indicates that
the penetration design is adequate.
Spl ices in Large Reinforcing of Bars
Cadweld splices were used in general
containment vessel.

in the construction of the

We were advised that the early splices, about 10 percent

of'-,e to-cal , were made with a bronze base, and the -rema ining 90 percent
w-made x.~

ferritic base 'iller

metal.

Around the hatch opening, we observed

there was approximately a three foot stagger of adjacent splices,.but
in questioning we learned that there may not be such a stagger over other
areas of. the contal-mant vessel.

Lack of stagger of adjacent splices.,could
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lead to planes of weakness and cause cracking under conditions of over-loading.
The pressure tests, howiever,

wilreveal any such cracking.

Approximat e'y oie in 200 splices was removed for test purposes.
This is generally adequate.
tnstrumrnatation and Controls
At tLhe time-;

of the May 1909 visit it was ascertained that the

applicant considers the control room as a Class I structure and intends that
the hous ing of it will also be subject to Class I requirements.
instruinentat'son for t-he control room as wefl

However, the

as other instrumentation critical

to containment and safe shutdown, has beern purchased from the vendors according
z3o

p iczz~t~s specifications.

The answer to Question 1.9 describes the

,v
.- :-:,on tests ampoyed for selected items of essential equipment; the purpose
:eetsz4 s is to help demonstrate that

o:

ittle or no difficulty will be

expected in the operating characteristics thereof under seismic conditions.
Although not absolute proof of acceptability,' satisfactory test results
certainly hnelp to confirm the adequa cy of such instrumentation and control

items.

Furth.!er in-formation on the desIgn and proc'urement approach 'for protection
system equipment is given in the answer to Question 7.27 (Suppl. 13), and
lends confirmation to the approach adopted.
Tornado Loadings
The information contained in Section 3.4 of the containment design
r~zrtan
th aswe

t

Quston

.7of the FSAR indicates that the struture

:S designed for ~xeusu.. W*.-.i loadings.
.2

The analyses described in Appendix B

pp!E;nant 6, ind'icate t>.a: the containment building can resist the design

tornado.

teffrect

ilf any that a zo.-nado couldz have on the control room

or other critical f~acilities is not stated.

However, the applicant states that
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the s iding of. the Control room can resist wind velociti'es uip 'to 162 mph,
and the girts (supporting the panels) will fail at 0.62 psi negati-ve
pressure; the building is protected by other bui Idings on the..south and west.
Steel -Liner- and- Contain-ment* Vessel
The analyses' That have been, car r-idd but with -re-gard to -t~e liner ar~e
'summzariz;ed in :the ;:SAR and some add.1t idnal .iiformat ion is- presented in' the
containment'decin report.

It 'is our uniderstanding that where bulges of

the's.'i ine'rs occurreed during: construct-ion, of less than 2 in.,

nothing was done

However, when, bulges, were 2 in. or- greater the liner

to corr*ec-t.the. bulges-.

was pushed ;back.*intoa 'positionof

not more than 2 in. away from its%inte-nded

position, and additional studs were used to anchor the liner in place .
Temoporary bracing was employed to hold it
Because

cast.

of-. the:-f orego inqg,

part-.of':-the, st'ructure

in position until the..concrete:.was..

and si nce the tmpe ature r-ise -inthe lower

in the liner is reduced: by- the use of Insulat i'ng mater ial,

it is 'not' e:Xpec ted -that t h e;depa rt ures from ct-he- -intended' originalI sUrface--W ill1
lead to any difficulties.
Proof Test Prcz-edu,-es and Instr ..rentatlon
",,'It
isorunderstanding
,

that a detailed' descript-ion of the proof

test procedures, is 'tobe subm 1ited at a later date.

At the time of our visit

in May 1l69-_11t Was proposed by the appl icant that strain readings be
taken-; onlyon, the Iliner' around the penetrations.

We suggested that additional

re~hsbel made which would, include diameter changes of the penetrations
Dziner measurements that can be made -convenienhtIy and w-ithout-excessive'.
exL_;-seto provide evidence that the O'es ign meets the des ign criteria.
.

sstha
sge
L, S.1~

such readi .gs Will be made.

In any event, an
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interpr_-tstlkve re'zor- c., the rraasurerients

that are taken should be provided

and shoulic- be corre',ateGd with the cc-iculations to provide, evidence of
validity of the desicn calculaZtions.

Protection o-; Pi-:- L77-3s

fo - Srvic.c.

l.at a

Wie were advised ttpipelines for service wate r are embedded in
the ground without any special protection.

How.,ever,, there appear to be

alternate 1isaithoL_,;_ they a;-e Senerally '.n the same location and,/or trenches.
In vie., of t--e fudti
is n3

idicat.-L

conditions surroundiing the plant, and sice there

.. of pr_-vlous fzAt r.otion or potential faulting, this design

apprcach appears to be adeqUate.
desired,

If redundancy incritical water supply is

it wouid be preferable to, have separate water lines following

independent routes..
Seismocirach Instal lation
The answer to Question 1-1 of Supplement.3

indicates that one

seismograph will be installed in the yard area, toprovide further evidence
of the extent of seismic excitatioqn to which the plant might be subjected
if

an earthquake occurs.

This is acceptable to us.

Containment Design Re22Lt
The containment design. repor:',

prepared for the- applicant by

Westinghouse N :clear Energy Systems and Unlzedc Engineers and Constructors,

has proven to be helpful in ariigat an
in..entin

the design.

evF7Uation

of many of the 'factors.

The tables presented are useful

in helping to arrive

at decisions as to the adequacy of the design; we commend those responsible.
for the preparat ion of this sumrary type material.
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We shou id 1i ke to en'cou-a 7e th is ty~pe 6f 'approach
cornta7nr., nt,
should I "e

structures,

to stud ies of the

equ7-,---nt and other Class I items.

pipl-ra,

We

to urge 'that attient ion be give:n also to summaries and tabulation

of thle most important

informantion,

in terms of stresses and deformations,

including the sources of tha various stress components, how they-were. combined,
arnd reitJc'scuss.cn and expiznatory material

(irncluding figures) which

woud lend itse>if to a much bet ter basis f or jud gmTe nt as to the *adequacy
of L~esiSn o-.

'6a.
a r f c iTt 1cas in cenera i

On the basis of the informatLion. made available to us concerning-the
Class I structures, piping, reactor internals, and other Class I items, it
is our belief that-the plant Possesses. a reasonable margin of safety to mee~t
the original design. requirements,

including the -imposed Des ign Basis Earthiquake

load ing co ndi1t ions.
RE=ERENCES
1. "Final Facility Description and. Safety Analysis Report
Vols. I through V
includ'ing Supplements. 1, -2', 4, 5, 6, 7, .8 and 13," Indian Point Nuclear
Generatii.9 Unit No. 2, Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.,
AEC Docket No. 50-247, 1969 and 1970.'
--

2.

"Containment Design Report," for Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit, No. 2,
Consolidated Edison Company oflNew York, Inc.., prepared by Westinghouse
Nuclear Energy Systems and United Engineers and Constructors, March 1969.
(Labeled Final Draft.)

3.

"Adequacy of the Structural Criteria for. Consolidated Edison Company of
New York, inc., Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No., 2," by N. .M. Newmark
and W. J. Heall, August 1966.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
~,

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

OCTi1 6 1970
Dear Mr. Chairman:
Pursuant to Section 5 of 'Public Law 89-605 as amended and other
auchori1zat-ors,, we are pres en--ing zrhe views of the Department of
the Interior in thie matter of the application by the Cons olidat~d
Edison Company for an operating license for Indian Point Nuclear
Generating, Uni-*t No. 2, Buchanan, New York,. AEC Docket No. 50-247
The following comments incorporate those
(Amendment No. 9).
su'5mitted 'by the Federal Water Quality Administration, the Fish
and.Wildlife Service and .the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.
The unit under review is the second of three units completed or
being co-structed at the Indian Point *site. We note that applications
for construction permits for two more units to be- located approximately
one mile south of the Indian Point site were made in June 1969.
The Dep~artment of the Interior does not object to thfe issuance of
the oper-ating license to the Consolidated Edi.son Company for Unit
Our position is based
No. 2 of the.Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant.
in its responses
expressed
as
Company
up~on the firm commitment by the
water quality
the
meet
will
to the Atomic-Energy Commission that it

standards applicable to the receiving waters and that it will take

whatever steps are necessary to mitigate any harmful effects that
operation of -'-he plant may have on the fishery resources. of the Hudson
River and t-rbutary waters.
The Cormpany should be commended for the cooperation it has extended
to rapresaez-"-'azi-*ves of this Department during the course of our review.
in
The studies which zhe ConsoLiLdated Edison Company is presently engaged
the
to
damages
potential
the
for
indicate the Company's concern
e-nvironme-n- t hat could result from operationL of this. unit and the
ozhers blanned at and in the vicinity of Indian Point.
*are pleased to note that the Company has made provisions to open
rtof its. land holdings .for compatible public recreation use.,
a express the hope that the Company's public use plans will be
~nalzedand fully implemented at the earliest possible time.

L

a
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Cons olidate

Edsnhsntae

r 7articipated. in a number of

Sude to dIetermine the ef fects, of both radiological and thermal
disch-argC~S from the Indian Point reactors upon both the temperature
distribution and the aquatic life of the Hudson River through its
consultants, Quirk, Lawl-7er and Matuskc Engineers, and the Alden
vcr ankd has checked these estimates with hydrauli'
trein ai
In addiai'ion, Consolidated
actual faield studies.
zdel s~.isand
Edison has supported, several independent but coordinated studies
o1Z t7ac- mic ro -o rg-an isms, an d -a iu at ic, Lf e in the-Hudson River and the
probable ef:fects of tem'erature and salinity changes upon them in
the vicinit;'.y of the Indian Point Plant.
These studies :aecontinuin& and have been and will be helpful, in'
assessing the eff ects of the Indian Point Unit No. 2.and of the other
thermal plants which are proposed for construction on the shores of the.
Hudson River..in. _the. vicinity of Inidian Point..
We have.'b-een. provid .ed information, on plans., for. environmental fionitoring
of radkologicaLI and, therm al releases; proposed :as a part. 'of the., operating
understand that the platis f or water -quality
license: application.
monitori.ng, including, radiological con centrat ions. in the environment
.4n mnicroscopic:_and macroscopic aquatic life, are a cceTptabl'e to the State
They appear reasonable and are,. .consideied eray
of New York.
acceptable, to the Department of the Interior.
-We

Through tha monitoring progra s the CompDany. should have the necessarY.
4
r ii a t ionr to control its activities in a manner that will not vilate"'
applicab e:New York Szate as well a.~sFederal water quality standards,
-any: en-forcament. conference, or hearing board: approved
-recommendation-s
-oorder of any court under Section 10 'of "Lhe'Federal
by heSerear
Pli~ionControl Act, and/or other 'St-ate and Federal water
Watr
p 0 i c)a.conLo 1 regu -1ations..s
resources in
qlife
an
fs
effort.be made
sipeaiethteeypossible
i
ra
th
rjea
rsafeguard :thas- resources. -Therefore, it is reconmmend d that the
Consolidate4 EdL.ison Company be-required to:

~viaw of the extensive and valubl

work c';osely.,wi-rh the Department.of the
LCntneto
Interior, New York State Department of' Health, and
cther interested S-tate and Federal agencies'. in
v~>ingPlans for radiological surveys.
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2.Ccn_-uc':, p ra_-o7- rz-_Jion~a. radiologi~cal surveys as
Thz sa s-u:vcys sho-Jd include but not be
planna-d.
a. C:rc~ocuiityanalysis of water and
sal-:.an- sara7311s colIlected within 500 feet of
eZ:luer- our a-l.
D. Bata and Gamma radioactivity analysis, of selected
plants and animals (including mollusks and
cru,,,staceans) -collected as near the reactor
:uent outa1 as possible.
$.

4.

pre-operational radio!oia
rant-r -a report o0=~
,nd nrovide five copies to the Secretary of the Itro
-,3r-or to project o-aration.

surveys

Conduct p os t-operational 'radiolo gic al surveys similar to
tLat specified in recommendation (2) above, analyze
the data, and prepare and submit reports every six months
during reactor operation or until it has been conclusively
demonstrated that no significant adverse conditions exist.
Submit fa.--e copies 'of these reports to the Secretary of
the Interior for. distribution to appropriate State and
Federal agencies for evaluation.'

In addition to t".-a above, the Atomic Energy Commission should urge the
Consolidated Edison Company to:
1. Meet with the Department of the Interior, New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation, New York State
Department of Health, and other interested Federal and
State agencies at frequent intervals to discuss new
nlans anr evaluate results of the 'Company's ecological
ana engrineering studies;
2.

Conduc-t post-op-erational ecological- surveys planned in
co oparat-inwihteov nanied agencies, analyze the
data, prepare reports, and provide five copies of these
i:aports t .o the Secretary of the interior every six months
~: ntil the resiults indicate that no significant -adverse
tions 'exist"4n

*
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4

3.Conscruct, oneate, and maintain fish protection
faci1lities at -e cooling water intake str-7ucture as
neede6 -to prc~vent s4gnificant losses of fish and oth-er
aqua--c
-ra~sa;and
-

4.

Modify *pro.'ect 'structures and operations including the
tcd~tion o~.

ua~litI66 for coli

d~otharge waters

and r educing con ccntrations of harmful chemicals .-. 4p
and .c
substances as may be determined necessary.

,,~a
appreciate the onpoitunity to provida these comments.
Sincerely yours,

Se cre
Honoab'e~ Glenn T. Seaborg
Atomic Energy Commiss'ion
Washington, D. C. 20545

J,1

y of the Interior

*

-'116APPENDIX H
CONSOLIDATED EDISON COYIPANY OF NEWV YORK
DoCKET-

No. 50-247

FINANCIAL;ANALYSIS
(dollars in millions)
Calendar Year Ended Dec. 3
1965
1968
1969

.52

Utility plant (net)'
Capital izat ion
Ratio - net plant to cadp'td--izatiol
Stockholders' equity
Total assets
Proprietary ratio

.

Earnngsa~a~-1ble.t~, c~o-equity
Cor~on equity~
Rate o.L. razurn 'di co-,=bf equity'

Stock-oders'

equi4ty

Rate of return on stoc--holder5s'
et- in-coma before interest
Liab2;lities and capital
Rate of return on to tal i

1,517.1
3,387.0
.4

93.1
1,210.2
7.7%.

95.7
1,139.0
8.47%

89.9
1,072.1
8.4%.

128.5
1,766.06,9.7.3%

111.8
1,517.1
7.4%

127.2
1,028.3
.124

128.5
982.3
.131

111.8
840.2
.133

830.5
1,028.3
.81

788.3
982.3
.80

668.6
840.2
.80

426.1

400.9

321.7

$2.47

$2.57

$2.42

19 3

.-

termdeb3t
red stoc,
stock

M~oody's 3ond Razings:
First M4ortga-e Bonds
Duin and Bradstreat Crec-;it RatingC

Total

% of

1,210.2

517
16.4
31.7

81.4
3~i

00.0%

L 981.6
62-.6

168.4
.3,387.0
5.07%
168.4
62.7
2.7

Earn~ings per share orf cor-mon
=mournt

.

193.9
77.0
2.5

taxes)

12/31

.. '

198.0
84.3
2.3

Retained earn-ngs

at

3,169.5
3,228.1
..
.98

1,766.0
3,845.4
.416

193.9
198.0"
3,845.4
4,06 9.6
'.%5.07%

vsmn

.54

.53

1,836.7
4,069.6
.45

equity

,Net income
Total revenue
Net income ratio

iz-4--alizatiori

.

3,583.'6
3,667.6
-. 98

Net income before intercst
Interest on long-ter-. iczbt
No. of'times fixed charges earned

Operating expenses (inc.
Operating revenues
Operating ratio

*

3,793-.3
3,818.4
.99'

127.2
1,836.7

Net incc-me

$1,711.0
3,169.5

$1,901.6,
3,583.6

$,1,,9S1.6.
3,793.36"

Long-term~c debt
nt~'
utility planratio - debt to fixed. plant

A
AaA1

Amount 16 %
$1,901.6.
627.0
1,139.0
$3,667.6

of Total
51.9%
17.1
31.0
100.0%

S

IMDIAN POINT 2- 50-247
EXTRACTED FROM SAFETY EVAIUAtIOIT. Y DRL DTD
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16.0

F INA NCIAL QUALIFICATIONS
The Cormission's

regulations that

relate to the ftnanciai data

for
and inf ormation required to establish financial qualifi cations
an applicant for'

an ope rating license arc, 10 CFR Part 50.33.(f)

10 CFR Part 50 Appendix C.

and

The Consolidated Edison. Company's appli-.

cation as amended by Amendment No. .21 thereto.,

and the accompanying

informa
certified annual financial statements, proVide'd 4.he' financial
tion required by the Commission's regulations.
These 'submiittals
of the first:

cntain the estimated opertn

otfrec

five years of .operation plus the-estimated' cost. of

a, safe condi-,
permanent shutdowsn and maintenance of the facility in
tion.

The estimated operating costs are $10.0 million for 1971 (the.

irt year of operation),

$14.8 million for 1972, $12 millionfor

17,$10.9 million for 1974 and $10.7 mill-ion for 1975 (Amendment,
No. 21).
and fuel.

Such costs include the costs of operating and maintenance
The applicant's estimate. of the cost-of permanently

shutting down

!the facility and maintaining it in

a safe condition

and $50,000 for each
is (1) $265,000 for the first year of shutdown
from the vessel, and
year thereafter if the reactor core is removed
(2) $240,000 per year if the core is not removed.
of the
We have examined the certified financial statements
the Company is finan
Consolidated Edison Company to determine whether
cially qu~alified to meet, these estimated costs.

The information con

tained in the 1969 financial report indicatethtoraigevns

17.
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I

.1.

for 1969 totaled $1,028. 3 million ; operating expenses

UinClutig

d~ebt was
the inerest on the long-term
million;
$830.5
was
taxes)
was $1271.2. million,
net income for the year
the
and
times,
2.3
ea Irned
to the ,stock
was dist ributed as dividends
million
$102.1
of which
for use in
of $25.1 million was retained
remainder
the
and
holders,
totaled
31, 1969, Company's assets
December
of
As
the business.
plant ($3,793.3
was. invested in utility
which
of
most
$4,069.6 million,
$42E6.1 million.
in the-'business were
reinvested
earnings
million) , and
indicate A sound
the 1969 statements
from
computed
Financial ratios
to-total capitalization
(e.g., long~-term debt
financial condition,
to capitalization
5 2 ; net plant
plant--0.
0.52, and to net utility
on common0 8 1 ; and the rates of return
rati-o-- .
operating
the
0. 994;
6 9
on total investment
investment . %; and
stockholder's
on
7.7%;
over the past 5 years
the Company's operations
of
record
-The
4.9%).
$840 million in 1965
revenues increased from
operating
that
reflects
from $111.8 million
net income increased
1969;
in
to $lO28.milTlion
tY plant from $3,170
net investment in utili
and
million;
to $127.,,
(August 1-969
Moody's Investors Service
million to $3,793 million.
bonds as A (high-medium
Company's first mortgage
the
rates
edition)
rating (July 1970)
current Dun and Bradstreet
any's
Comp
The
grade).
is

AaAl.

applicant,
data submitted by the
financial
the
of
Our evaluation
that the applicant
reasonable assurance
provides
above,
summarized
to meet the requirements
the necessary. funds
obtain
can
or
pos5sse
of Indian Point
respect to the operation,
with
50.33(f)
of 10 CFR Part
attached as
financial analysis is
staff's
the
of
copy
A
Unit 2.
Appendix H-.,

~

.~~~

.

....
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17.0

FINANCiAL PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY REQUIREMENTS
Pursu Iant to the financial protection
and indemnification provisio,,.
of the Atomic Energy.Act of 1954., as
amended (Section 170 and related
sections),

the Commission has issued regulations
in 10 CFR Part 140.

These regulationfs set forth the Commission's
requirements with regard
to proof of financial protection by, and
indemnification of,

licensees

for facilities such as power reactors
under 10 CFR Part 50.
17.1. Preoperational Storage of Nuclear
Fuel
The Commission's regulations in Part 140
require that each holder
Of a construction permit under 10 CFR
Part 50, who is also to be
the holder of a license under 10 CFR Part
70 authorizing the ownership
and possession for Storage only of special
nuclear, material at the
reactor construction site for future
use

as fuel in the reactor

-(after issuance of an operating license
under 10 CFR Part 50), shall,
during the interim storage period prior
to licensed operation, have
and maintain financial protection in the
amount of $1,000,000 and
execute an indemnity agreement with the
Commission., Proof of

financial pro-tection is. to be furnished prior
to, and the indemnity
agreement executed as of, the effective date
of the 10 CFR Part 70
license.

Payment of an annual indemnity fee is required.

The Consolidated:Edison Company, is with-respect
to Indian
Point Unit *2, subject to the foregoing
requirements, and has taken'
the following steps with respect thereto.
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.1

-The

Company has

of
furnished to the, Commission proof

a
of $1,000,000 in the form of.
financial protection in the amount
Association policy (Nuclear Energy
Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance

<S

'5

Nos. NF-l00.
Liability Policy, facility form)
No. B-19
Further, the Company executed Indeminity.Agreement
cover
12, 1962, which was amended to
with the Commission as of January
March 4,
storage under license SNM-1108 on
its pertinent preoperational fuel
indemnity fee applicable to
The Company has'paid the annual

1969.

preoperational fuel storage.
Operating

17.2

License

CFR Part 140, a license
Under the Commission's regulations,.10
proof
reactor may not be issued until
authorizing the operation of a
has
amount required for such operation
of financial protection in the
agreement covering such operation
been furnished, and an indemnity
fuel storage only) has
(as distinguished from, preoperational
be
financial protection which must
been executed. The amount of
have a rated capacity of 100,000
maintained for reactors which
the maximum amount available from
electrical kilowatts or more is
private sources, i.e..,

-nuclear
the combined capacity of the two

amount is currently .$82 million.
liability insurance pools, which

A,

/

/
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Accordingly, no license authorizin

bprtion of Indian Point

Unit 2 will be issued until proof of financial protection
in the
requisite amount has been received and the requisite
indemnity
agreement executed.
We expect that., in

accordance with the-usual procedure,

the nuclear

liability insurance poois will provide, several days in.
advance of
anticipated issuance of the operating license document,
evidence in
writing, on behalf of the applicant, that the present
coverage 'has
been appropriately amended and that the policy limits have
been
increased, to meet the requirements. of the Commission's
regulations
for reactor operation.

The amount of financial protection required

for a reactor having the rated capacity of this facility would
be
$82 million.

Consolidated Edisoii Company will be required to

pay an annual fee for operating license indemnity as provided
in
our regulations, at the rate of $30.per each thousand kilowatts
of
thermal capacity authorized in its operating license.
On the basis of the above considerations, we conclude that
the
presently applicable requirements of 10 CFR Part 140 have'been
satisfied and that, prior to issuance of the operating license,
the-applicant will be required to comply with the provisions of
10 CFR Part l40.applicable, to operating licensees, including those
as
to proof of financial protection in the requisite amount and as
to
execution of an appropriate indemnity agreement with. the Commission.

c~~~~~~~~~~Oevlain~teapiaina

licens
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_804.Tere is

reasonable assurance

(i)

that the activities
atop

by'the operating license
can be conducted without
endangering
the health and safety
of the public, and
(ii)
that such activitie,
will. be conducted in
compliance with the
regulations of the
5.

Commission set forth
in 10 CFR Chapter 1;
and
The applicant is technically
and financially qualified

to engage
in-the activities authorized
by this operating license,
in
.accordance with the
regulations of the
Commission set forth
in
10 CPR Chapter 1; and
6.

7..

The applicable provisions
of 10 CFR Part,140
have been satisfied;
.and

The issuance of this
license will not be
inimical to the common
defense and security
or to the health and
safety of the public.
Prior to any public
hearing on the matter
of the issuance of
an
operating license to
Consolidated Edison
for Indian Point Unit
No. 2,
the Commission's Division
of Compliance will prepare
and submit a
supplement to this
Safety Evaluation which
will deal with those
matters relating to
the status of construction
completion and
conformaty of this construction
to the-provisioial 6onstruction
permit and the application.
Before an operating
license will be
issued to Consolidated
Edison for Indian
Point Unit No.,2,
assuming such a
license is authorized
following the public
hearing,
the facility must be
completed in conformity
with the provisional
construction permit,
the application, the
Act, and the rules
and
regulations of the Commission.
Such completeness of
construction as is
required for safe operation
at the authorized power
level must be-verified
by the Commission's DJivision
of Compliance prior to
license issuance.

